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Invitation only
Reception
Sheraton Four Season
Victoria Ballroom
Chancellor
6 p.m
Oct. 14
pare
officerwith the GreensboroPolice
Department, said homecoming
weekend is a busy time for the city's
significant.
The hotel rooms are already
booked - have been, since Oct. 10,
when last year's party ended.
Securityplans and special traffic
patterns for the area around cam-
pus have been drawn up, and extra
police will be on duty.
It's homecoming week at A&T,
so 40,000to 80,000 more people
are in Greensboro. Both A&T and
the city of Greensboro have to pre-
3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
University Founder Day
Aggie Stadium
department has an operational plan
to handle the major events during
Robinette said the police
Robinette said
"It's a prettybig task,"
ble to A&T's homecoming.
annual Christmas parade, both of
which attract a crowd-size compara-
"It's much more significant" than
planning for Fun Fourth or the
"It requires much more plan-
ning on our part," Robinette said
officers
and SGA
hosted by National
Pan-Hellenic Counci
Greensboro Coliseum
Stomping on the Yar
Greek Stepshow
7 p.m. to 10 p.m
For the first time since 2003,
some vendors will be allowed to set
to provide more security
Lindsay and Sullivan streets,
which intersect at Aggie Stadium,
are patrolled by Greensboropolice
security company is also contracted
police department is responsible for
policing the game, and an outside
Saturday's football game
attracts close to 25,000. A&T's
for comment were unsuccessful
Attempts to reach A&T police
Saturday moring parade route
police anticipate closing portions of
Lindsay and Sullivan streets during
the weekend, and also blocking off
roads that intersect with the
Robinette said the Greensboro
Robinette estimated about
10,000 to 15,000people will be in
the Sullivanand Lindsay street area
during the football game.
up on Sullivan Street. Other ven-
dors will be based at theWar
Memorial parking lot on Lindsay
Street, like last year.weekend, but said the number was
A&T's homecoming. He declined
to specify how many more police
officers are on duty during the
David Robinette, a planning
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Alumni Reception
Sheraton Four Seasons
hosted by Alumni
Affairs
Corbett Gym
hosted by SGA
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
University Coronation
War Memorial Stadiu
Tour
8 p.m
Bad Boys of Corned
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Alumni Concert
Greensboro Coliseurr
Oct. 15Tournament
Grandover Resort
8:30 a.m. to 2:30 a.m
Oct. 14
27th Annual Richard E
Moore Memorial Golf
Sheraton Four Se
School of Nursing
Telcoa Brunch
7:30 a.m. to 10 a.m
7:30 a.m. tt a.m
Architectural
5502 Hornaday Road
hosted by Gate City
alumni chapter
Tournament
Gate CityLanes
9:30 a.m
Aggie "No Tap" Annual
Scholarship Bowling
Williams Cafeteria
Breakfast
Engineering Alumn
hosted by A&T softball
Field
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Alumni Softball Game
Lady Aggie Softball
HomecomingBrunei
Stallings Ballroom
Mechanical Engineerir
Chemical and
10a.m. to 2 p.m
team
A&T vs. Delaware Sta
Aggie Stadium
GAME
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m
HOMECOMING
hosted by Ronald E.
McNair Program
101
Homecoming Luncheon
Student Union Room
11:30 a.m.
McNair Alumni
8 p.m. to 11 p.m,
Hustle and Flow
"The economicHomecoming game ticket pricesincreased by $ 10.This year's tickets
cost $45 each compared to last
good turnout," she said
of $35
Sheraton Four Season:
Science Breakfast
and Environmental
7:30 a.m. to 10a.m.
School of Agriculture
Oct. 16
Choir
Auditorium 5
Featuring A&T Gospe
Sheraton Four Seasons
9 a.m. to* 11 a.m
Worship Service
By Erica Franklin
Editor in chief
12 p.m. to 2:30 p.m
Miss A&T Royal
Reception
Student Union Exhibit
Hall
hosted by SGA
Homecoming visitors expected
to spend millions during week
Sheraton Four Season
9 p.m. to midnight
Alumni Dance
Homecoming Concert
Greensboro Coliseum
year s. price
The city of Greensborowill
sponsor theA&T Homecoming
VendorPavilion, located in War
MemorialStadium on Yanceyville
2 p.m. to 4 p.m
Alumni Reunion
College of Engineering
McNair HallFront Lawn
hosted by College of
Engineering
Reception
not play a.major role in this year';
Murphy said that gas prices will
from activities
mation given to Murphy from
A&T officials. The impact includes
the anticipated hotel sales and sales
This estimate was based on infor-
"The economic impact this year
will be $11,856,000," said Gale
Murphy, the ditector of marketing
for the GreensboroArea
Convention and Visitors Bureau.
This year's homecoming weekii
expected to gross about $12 mil-
lion.
A La Carte and the Aggie Sit-In
Due to the large amounts of
Aggies that will be traveling from
all across the United States, 13
hotels in Greensboro have part-
nered with A&Tfor this year's
homecoming.
Harriet Davis, the director of
alumni affairs, said she expects the
same amount of people-to attend
homecoming," Davis said
Alumni return to A&T to social-
homecoming events as in 2004
"Last year, a little over 40,000
people came back to A&T for
impact this year will
be $11,856,000,"
Gale Murphy said.
game and to tailgate.
ize with friends, attend the football
campus needs for such things as
scholarships.
Davis said that the money made
from the $ 10rebate is used for
when new hotels open."
"We hope eventually to make at
least $100,000 with that rebate,"
she said. "We fill about 6,000 beds
per night and we add more beds
Of therooms reserved at the var-
ious hotels for homecoming, Davis
said that A&T profits $ 10 from
each room on each night.
Sea REVENUE. Page 2
hotel rooms for the nextyear's
homecoming when checking out of
2006," Davis said
Alumni are asked to sign up for
tracts signed for homecoming in
"There have been 17hotel con
next year's homecoming.
Plans are already being made for
FYD/Sodexho supplies food
services in Williams Cafeteria, Cafe
pay $600.
dors who sellgoods in the stadium
Shelita Nelson, the general man-
ager for FYD/Sodexho, said ven-
vendors in the pavilion on Oct. 13
Customers can purchase from
pavilion. The pavilion will be open
for vehicles and setup on Oct. 12.
Greensboro, said that vendors have
to pay $100 to sell goods in the
tion specialist for the city of
Cathy Justice, the communica-
Street
Merrick Hall Lawn
Cookout
Annual Alumni
Reunion and Soul Food
Economics
2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
School of Business and
"We expect that there will be a
event a great deal because people
have been planning for this event
for a long time," Murphy said.
"I doubt that it will affect this
attendance
INSIDE
Offensive
coordinator
replaced
Ciara will be
only female
headliner at
concert
2005
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom (336) 334-7700
E-mail: register@ncat.edu
The A&T Register
Box E-25, 1601 E. Market St.
Millions More
Movement or
homecoming?
decide:
Some students
campus
pageants
swarm
Greek
Campus News 2
HBCU News 4
World/National News 5
*j Entertainment 7
jg3 Features... 8
**i Business 9
Editorial 10
Sports 10
Today: Partly loudy
High: 76°F
Low: 53°F JootbaCCteam wins two in a
THE A TR
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HERE COMES HOMECOMING
October 12,2005
A&T, Greensboro police anticipate 40,000WEEKLY CALENDAR WEEKLY CALENDS
By Chad Roberts
Copy Desk Chief12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Alumni Career Fair
SheratonFour Seasons-
Victoria Ballroom
Oct. 13
Donor
SPOKi BFEATURESARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
"Bettye Young-Stewart,
and some one is there to assist
"It only takes three to five min-
utes and it's very selfexplanatory
upcoming election, people must
register in Guilford County.
To -be eligible to vote in the
council election is on Nov. 8,
The upcoming district and city
A sign-up sheet was passed
around at the meeting for those
interested in traveling to the move-
mitments to transport people to
D.C. via buses.
Muhammad said that some local
NAACP members have made com-
three to four times."
lar' in our communities at least
plan," she said. "There is a plan to
figure out how to recycle 'that dol-
"We are also going to be unveil-
ing the economic development
moral and spiritual developmentof
people, to learn how to unite and
to address health conditions.
said
Muhammad said that some rea-
sons the Millions More Movement
was organized was because of the
call for action, to focus on the
SPEIGHT-BUFORD ELECTED
CHAIR OF A&TTRUSTEES
She replaces Dr. Gerald L.
Truesdale whose term expired this
BOARD
Dr. Velma R. Speight-Buford, a
retired higher education adminis-
trator, was elected as the new
chairmanof North Carolina A&T
StateUniversity Board of
Trustees. Speight-Buford was
elected at the university's board
meeting on Sept. 21.
"We will be able to network and
build," she said. She said she plans
to help improve the economic
development of the black commu-
the movementto make contacts
Banks said she will be attending
nities and make a change
Banks said that the Millions
More Movement will encourage
people to go back in their commu-
Politicians and celebrities expect-
ed to be in attendance include
Russell Simmons, Louis Farrakhan
and Reverend Al Sharpton.
"When we come back to A&T,
there will be programs implement-
ed to recap the Millions More
Movement," Banks said.
Several local committees and
businesses have provided some
assistance for A&T students to trav
el to D.C.
A&T officials, some students will
have to "pay out ofpocket."
nee hall The health center has
id over 1,500A&T students ree-
lave registered thus far in theresi-
ig. Only 50 to 90 people
ieem to be the primary students
Barbee and Haley residents
Barbee Hall
iophomore and residentassistant
campus active, not only on the
yard, but in our nation's deci-
sions," said Branlyn Mosby, a
It's getting the students on
idence halls
Center to focus specifically on res-
number offreshmen registering to
vote, the director of housing and
residence life made the decision to
split from Sebastian Health
In an attempt to increase the
dents for elections. In the past,
the health center has worked in
conjunction with the Department
ofHousing and Residence Life.
This is the last yearSebastian
Health Centerwill register stu-
Haley halls.
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. and from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. in Barbee and
Sebastian Health Center. People
can also register every Thursday
a.m. to 9 p.m. every day at
Registration hours are from 8
Banks said that ifthey do not
receive the support needed from
"We are still trying to gain sup-
port from A&T officials," Banks
said.
nity.
SGA members and members of
the History Club plan to travel to
D.C. via bus.
For more in/ormation, please visit
uwuAmiHiommoremofement.com or call
l-866-WE-MARCH.
for continual progression," she
"The movement indicates a need
Movement, we want to be able to
see us (black people) get together
and share knowledge," she said.
"After the Millions More
Movement.
Alycia Muhammad, a member of
the Nation ofIslam, came to speak
to the crowd ofabout 65 students
about the Millions More
History Club is a campus organiza-
tion that focuses on the betterment
of the black community.
Millions More Movement. The
The members of the History
Club held a meeting on Oct. 6 to
inform A&T students about the
and put systems in place that will
make changes in black communi-
ties. Men, women and children are
able to attend the commemoration.
The movement will attempt to
mobilize and organize black com-
munities throughout the nation
Millions More Movement. They
will not attend the homecoming
football game. .
Washington, D.C. to attend the
10thAnniversary Commemoration
of the Million Man March:
On Oct. 15, several A&T stu-
dents and alumni will travel to
time for big decisions,
For many students and alumni,
this homecoming weekend will be a
ment and peace
tions, prison industrial complex,
health, artistic/cultural develop-
opment, political power, repara-
There are 10 issues on the agen-
da to be discussed at the Millions
More Movement—unity, spiritual
values, education, economic devel-
ing the movement.
about the issues in the black com-
munity that will be discussed dur-
Millions More Movement is impor-
tant because people can learn
Autumn Banks, the president of
the History Club, said thatthe
"I know that's homecoming," she
said. "We have a challenge here in
this city to get people on the bus."
ment.
Fashion designers display
goods at homecoming exhibit
Campus Designers Turn Heads Speight-Buford has served on
the board since 1998.A 1953,
A&T graduate, she also serves on
the university's $100 million •Capital Campaign Leadership
Steering Committee.
(including the four) have served
on theboard."
summer.
"I consider it an honor and
privilege to serve on this board,"
Speight-Buford said. "I am partic-
ularly honored to lead this board
at this time for it has the highest
number of women in its history -four of us. In this board's exis-
tence of 114 years, 11women
A&TAPPOINTS CRUME
By Jazmen Miller
Contributor
ter to vot
lie two residence halls
nade to increase registration in
Crume can be reached at (336)
334-7030 and Crume.Rick@epa-
mail.epa.gov
Certificate.
University. He assists in teaching
two newly approved interdiscipli-
nary WMI capstone seminars that
are required for the WMI
Environmental Protection Agency,
has been appointed adjunct asso-
ciate professor in the interdiscipli-
naryWaste Management Institute
at North Carolina A&T State
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
Richard V. Crume, senior envi-
ronmental engineer and project
officer with the U.S.
lso have voter registration forms
VENUE continued from Page 1
>ook hotel rooms at partnering
[Otels with a credit card," she
\lumni are given 11 months to
heir rooms this year
Prices
presenter representing academia.
Of approximately 400 individu-
als from industry, academia and
government, Hinton was the only
Institute Conference held recently
in Chapel Hill.
N.C. Project Management
PROFESSOR PRESENTS AT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
INSTITUTE CONFERENCE
Dr. Marlow Hinton, directorof
Research Computing, Campus
Labs and STS at North Carolina
A&T State University, presented
at the 20th anniversary of the
ack to the community
:nt of the hotel revenue comes
"We are a good community
artner," she said. "Thirteen per-
compiled by Kassidy Johnson
Homecoming
Fashion
Matthew Dugan, a junior and
R.A. in Haley Hall.
hould exercise their right," said
"For so long black people
weren't allowed to vote; they
Fliers and announcementswere
only. Fashion is in the sky, in the
street; fashion has to do with ideas,
the way we live, what is happen-
According to Fashion Spot.com
the late fashion connoisseur Coco
Chanel once stated, "Fashion is not
something that exists in dresses
The deadline to register to vote
s Oct.14. Registration forms are
ivailable on campus in the
itudentAffairs office in Murphy
fall.
Public libraries and the Division
>f MotorVehicles office (DMV)
avenue generatingevent in the
According to Davis, A&T's
lomecoming is the second-largest
Some of the bags in the K. White Fashions collec-
tion will be on display in the Student Union.
SUBMITTED PHOTOS
$7 A&T students
$8 non-students
$10 general public homecoming festivities.
The fashion show will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the Carolina Theatre
in downtown Greensboro. They
also will have booths setup during
Productions and Verge and will be
hosted by Eva Pigford (America's
Next Top Model winner).
The showentitled "Organized
Chaos, will feature Couture
wonderfulpeople who have put me
in a lot of great places," she said.
"People see me doing other things
on campus so people allow me to
expose myself in different avenues."
Purnell and White's collections
can be seen during the intermission
of the fashion show on Oct. 12.
"A&T has allowed me to meet
promote her designs.
White, specializing in custom-
made handbags, dresses and alter-
ations, has been sewing since the
age of six. She has been competing
in fashion shows since high school,
and continued through college.
White said her "strongpassion
for fashion" has motivated her to
line," White said
"Unique, innovative and beauti-
ful would describe my fashion
Fashions
Khalila White, a senior market-
ing major, has taken her distinctive
style and created K. White
and be able to wear it," said the
Philadelphia native.
designs.
The 20-year-old uses different
abstracts and color schemes in his
"My life, the conditions I was
raised in, my family, my mother is
all my inspiration," Purnell said.
jackets and jeans ever since
Purnell became interested in
fashion during his senior year in
high school and has been adding
his signature designs to T-shirts,
"Art has become my life so it's
obvious for me to do art on clothes
business management major.
Fashions and ImanFashion.
Iman Fashion, which is an art-
inspired collection, is designed by
Ayinde Kwaku Purnell, a junior
Union from 1 p..m. to 4 p.m., is
also giving students another oppor-
tunity to showcase their talent.Two
of the student collections that will
be on display are K. White
The Fashion Expo, which will be
held in the MemorialStudent
interpretation ofwhat style is.
Through fashion shows and other
events, students are able to show
off their style.
Some students have decided to
take their styles to another level
and design their own collection,
which expresses their individual
dressed
A&T serves as a runway for an
all-exclusive fashion show, especially
during homecoming. Students,
alumni, professors, faculty and the
community display identity, culture
and attitude through their style.
Many say you can tell where a per-
son is from by the way they are
or trendy appearance
Although changing with time
and in many instances reappearing,
fashion impacts everyone's lives.
Fashion sometimes defines individ-
uals, either displaying a uniqueness
ing.
Stepshow
$12 student
$17 non-students
Concert
$29.50
Alumni Concert
$45 'Gold' seating
$30 general public
SUBMITTED PHOTO
SOURCE: A&TTICKET OFFICE
Ayinde Kwaku Purnell, the creator of Iman
Fashions, began designing while in high school
A&TTO SPONSOR
By Portia Rankin
Contributor
By Erica Franklin
Editor in chief
Register
to vote
History Club joins cause News Briefs
(you)
PHOTO BY MIKE MCCRAY
Participants can attend the
A&T vs. Bethune-Cookman foot-
ball game at a cost of $10. Tickets
can be purchased in advance for
groups of five or more by calling
(336) 334-7749. Ticket also can be
purchased the day of the game.
tions and a step show.
tours. There also will be perform-
ances by A&T student organiza-
Activities include academic and
informationfairs and campus
a.m. to 2 p.m,
More than 10,000 high school
students, counselors and parents
are expected to attend North
Carolina A&T State University's
2005 University Day. Theevent
will be held on Oct. 29, from 7:30
2005 UNIVERSITY DAY
Autumn Banks, the History Club president, will trav-
el to Washington for the Millions More Movement.registr
citizen and never convicted of a
felony.
nt mustbe over 18,a U.S
Registration began on Sept. 22
in Sebastian Health Center,
Barbee Hall and Haley Hall. Each
dent health, said
nland assistant directorof stu-
age ofblacks
caused a lot of controversy
two photos taken by Associated
Press photographers that have
ing food. The two photos were
ing through deep water while carry-
on camera
"At the Superdome and the con
vention center, there were blacks.
There were Asians. There were
Hispanics. There were whites that_ there, but what did the carr
sra showthe majority of? The
black people and the other had
By S. Jawan Dow
Contributor
Mr. Aggie, Josh Green
Terence Morris,
a'ting the A
an orgamz;
dent.
The SUAB is responsible for
:nts that take
Daniel Logan, thevice president
and co-founder of Nxlevel
Entertainment said, " (We) like to
bring positive events that you don't
typically see at A&T to create huge
On Oct. 10, the Student Union
Advisory Board (SUAB) in conjunc
tion with Mr. Aggie and Nxlevel
entertainment, kicked off home-
coming week with a bowling party
at theBrunswick Lanes on
Wendover Avenue
incoming freshma
students. Morrsion said
nd did
"jump of
We did small thins
md because ofbetter
By Chikita Dickens-
Young
Contributor
tion
on durin
Hurr
ence
tions did not gi
was a waste of time," he said
Turman said that black people
should not have to beg the govern-
ment for help. Instead, Black
organizations such as the NAACP,
the National Urban League, CORE
and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference should
have been there to help "by any
PHOTO BY MIKE MCCRAY
of black people, I th
ence in mea
and whites. He talked ahour the
ment.
Rev. Darrell Pratt, a panelist and
New Orleans native, said that the
media conducted a lot of inter-
views with displaced people; howev
er the public did not see it.
"When it got to the TV, editing
took place and what was more
newsworthy was shown. More was
shown on thelooting that was tak-
ing place. More was shown on the
violence taking place...Five percent
of knuckleheads was what the news
media really portrayed more than.
the community that was taking
place...Why didn't they show how
we did get along? Why didn't they
show how we survived?" Pratt said,
"Those people didn't survive
because they ate tennis shoes or
TVs," he added jokingly
Pratt, who was in New Orleans
during the hit ofKatrina, also said
:hat face was a factor as to who got
Williams said that Nagin should
be jailed for murder because he did
not evacuate the city in time
Tomlin was asked to provide his
legal opinion about whatcould
happen to Nagin. He said that
based on the facts, he didn't
believe that Nagin could be
charged
Charges are, however, being
brought against the owners of a
nursing home who did not evacu-
ate theirresidents. Whenthey did
not evacuate, theresidents
drowned, which showed negli-
means necessary.
Williams said he was excited to
find out that the mayor ofNew
Orleans was a black man; however,
ifa person is not doing their job,
they should resign.
"Black people can mess up just
as bad as the whitepeople and the
time that theblack people in New
Orleans really needed Mayor Ray
Nagin, he was not there for them,"
he said
"To suggest that President Bush
and the Republican Party were
going to skip themselves down to
New Orleans to save us black folk
Turman said that some of the
damage could have been mini-
mized had black leaders stepped
up. He said black leadersshould
stop talking about completing tasks
and start doing them.
Those people who were the
ones who cleaned up the vomit
and feces and the urine of the peo
pie whoccame down to party dur
ing Mardi Gras and the Bayous
Classic and the Essence Music
Festival and all the other things.
These were the people who got left
behind and had noway out of the
city," she said
"Aspeople were being evacuated,
somebody would tell somebody
and somebody would tell some-
body. I would get phone calls from
people asking me to assist in get-
ting their 94-year-old grandfather
out, or their 90-year-old grand-
mother out, or their cousin or their
cousin or someone," she said.
"Before it was all over, I was some-
whatresponsible for getting over
100people out of Uptown New
Orleans over a few days basis."
Mooney said that New Orleans is
a city that can produce one billion
dollars on Mardi Gras alone, but
yet it is the poorest place in the
country because the citizens don't
see any of the money.
said
Mooney said she became the eyes
and ears for many people whowere
either trapped in New Orleans or
looking for family members who
were trapped
gence
After much finger-pointing at
who shouldbe blamed for the
damage, Pratt suggested that people
use that same fire to actually make
a difference. He said people should
call and write their senators instead
of telling one another about prob-
lems. "That's whatwhite people do
jtos showed people walk
essentially the same except one had
Robert Davis; JacquelynHughes
Mooney, an advocate for survivors
ofKatrina; and Bryon Turman, an
English professor. Participating
from New Orleans via telephone
was Anzio Williams, anA&T grad-
uate and news director for WDSU-
6 in New Orleans.
Mooney, who is Pratt's sister,
said that she lived in New Orleans
too, but was not there at the time
ofKatrina. Mooney helped keep
the media as well as the govern-
ment aware ofwhat was happening
through information from friends
and family.
"I was one of the first few people
who knew that the Superdome roof
was coming off, and I actually
reported it to the NBC affiliate .
here that it had happened," she
Brian Tomlin, a pane
ittorney, spoke in defense of d
Dr. Myra Shird (from left). Dr. Samuel Moseley, Robert Davis, Rev. Darrell
Pratt, Jacquelyn Hughes Mooney, Bryon Turman, Brian Tomlin and Anzio
Williams (via phone) discuss the media coverage of Hurricane Katrina.
blacks," he said. whitepeople. political science department;
The captions under the pictures
also differed. The photo of the
black man said hewas carrying
food he looted.The photo of the
white family said they were carrying
food they found.
Tomlin said that this was not the
first time that the media used race
to determine whatwas happening.
He used basketball players as an
example.
"The great whiteplayer will be
described for his savvy, for his cool-
ness under pressure, his ability to
think through a situation.The
great black player will be described
for his greatphysical power," he
said.
Other panelists who participated
in the program include Samuel
Mosely, the chairperson of the
Alpha Phi chapter
hosts Mid-Atlantic
undergrad caucus
Bowling kicks off homecoming
"A bowlingbarp would be something fun and it's
cost friendly. We didn't want homecoming to start on
Friday and end on Saturday.'
By Michele Matthews
Contributor
"The Aggie community hasgot
to return to our roots and revive
that true Aggie Pride," he said.
SUAB is anxiously planning for
the Aggie Fest and Expo. This year
the fest will focus on restoring a
sense of belonging to every student
"The goal of this executive board
is to keep the campus fun and
exciting. A&T has many people
with many talents and we want to
tap into those talents and bring
people together (as one Aggie fami
ly)," said Morrsion.
many of the
place on campc
Hundreds of young black
women from the Mid-Atlantic
region of the country flocked to
Greensborofor a meeting of like
minds.
On the weekend of Sept. 16,
Alpha Kappa Alpha'Sorority, Inc.'s
Mid Atlantic Region hosted the
annual Undergraduate Caucus and
GraduateAdvisors' Council
Meeting. The event was hosted by
five local chapters of
at the event included Barbara
McKinzie, the sorority's national
vice president and Caroline
Lattimore, the Mid-Atlantic region-
al director.
The speakers,addressed topics
ranging from risk management to
municipal elections
"I believe that the speeches given
at the caucus were very influential.
Hopefully other sorors will take
heed and we can go forth in all of
our endeavors. It is going to take a
group effort and I
know from experience
now take on bi
things!" he saic
them well
people becoming involved, we can
The SUAB is planning a number
of activities for the rest of the
volution
SUAB co-hosted the Aggie Pric
lump-Off with the SGA to welcome
tion responsible for ere-
de experience," said
SUAB presi-
hose unfamiliar, "SUAB is
Saturdav. he said
start on Friday and end on
'We didn'twant homecoming to school year. With events such as
the drive-in movie and Ladies
Night Out, the board is committed
Pride
to restoring the essence ofAggie
"I really»enjoyed the drive-in
movie in September," Danielle
Koon, District 8 student senator,
said.
Many students think SUAB is
doing a great job,
"SUAB has really increased their
programming this year," said TeRay
McKeeson, the senior class presi-
dent,
affected by Hurricane Katrina.
The SUAB is also taking on the
responsibility of assisting those
They have set up the Aggie Care-a-
van to aidKatrina survivors. They
also are planning a benefit fashion
show in conjunction with Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc and the
Aggies Care Foundation
on campus.
SUAB is also in pre-production
of a television show in conjunction
with GreenBenchProductions.
A&T students. It also has produced
commercials for SUAB.
GreenBench currently produces
commercials and skits starring .
MemorialStudent Union
If you are interested in becoming
a member or assisting the SUAB,
you can contact their office at 334-
7172 orvisit room 112 in the
The bowling party was the first
event of the homecoming week.
Mr. Aggie and SUAB wanted the
students to have something enter-
taining to do starting Monday.
"A bowling party was something
fun and it's cost friendly," Mr.
Aggie, Josh Green said.
events
"We try to do things on a next
level. No other college entertain-
ment company has done the thim
ngs that we have done," he said.
Nxlevel also provided shuttle
services to students
Jazmen Miller and Kassidy
Johnson contributed to this article
Blogging conference comes to A&T
The four speakers in the session
were Phil Meyer, Sybril Bennett,
Chris Nolan and Martin Heimann
Bennett is an executive director
ConvergeSouth is a blogging
community that explores the digi-
tal revolution in publishing and
expression. The conference focuses
on radical digital publishing and
journalism and mass communica-
The new journalism and media
conference, ConvergeSouth, took
place at A&T on Oct. 7-8. It was
hosted by A&T's department of
held to educate students and
The blogging conference was
of the New Century Program at
Belmont University in Nashville,
Tenn. She focused on several fac-
tors such as credibility, conver-
Bennett said that this is the first
gence, creativity and consistency.
year for the ConvergeSouth confer
Tedra Embry, a member of the
Alpha Phi chapter, and
served as the conference chairper-
graduate advisor of the chapter,
Gwendolyn Highsmith-Quick,
mankind, allowed me to see how
much we have achieved through
the years," said Phyllis Madrey, a
member of the Alpha Phi chapter.
the same mission, to serve all
multitude of women who shared
attendance
"Thecaucus was
overall an opportunity for sorors to
learn from and fellowship with one
another. Being amongst such a
Phyllis Madrey
Greensboro and Beta
Iota Omega, the
Greensboro graduate
chapter. About 450
women from 50
Alpha Kappa Alpha
chapters were in
e sorority.
The host chapters
of the conference
were Alpha Phi from
A&T, Zeta Xi from
Bennett, Nu Rho
from UNC
"The caucus was a very liberat-
ing experience because I felt as
though when I performed my
though we all have one thing in
common and that commonality is
service to all mankind. I felt as
The event ended with discus-
poem, I was not just talking to a
bunch ofwomen, but I was talking
to my sisters in life," Jones said.
sions about the organization's par-
liamentary procedures and senior
residence facility, Ivy Acres.
"Upon leaving this conference,
the fifty plus chapters in atten-
dance left with a greater under-
standing and appreciation for the
essence of this great organization,"
said Chye Kornegay, the Alpha Phi
chapter publicity chairperson.
that we're capable of
achieved through
the years,"
"Being amongst ma^ing * happen>,such a multitude of said Natalya Monah-women who shared a member of thethe same mission, to Alpha phi chapterserve all mankind, There were speech
allowed me to see es §iven throughout
how much we have the day and in
between speeches
there was an after-
noon luncheon'.
Entertainment for the
luncheon was provid-
ed by three members
of the organization.
Kislyck Smith per-
formed a vocal selection, Sujotta
Pace and Shannon Jones per-
formed spoken word pieces. The
Bennett Hand Bell Choir also per-
formed.
"The caucus to me was a won-
sons
derful opportunity for so many
undergraduate chapters to get
Alpha Phi chapter member.
together to learn, study, and oper-
ate as one. Altogether, Iwas very
pleased with my chapter, especially
Tedra," said Jerren Turley, an
The theme of the caucus was
"Straight Talk." Keynote speakers
empower themabout information
concerning the new media.
Bennett said that blogging
:hould be an extension of local
pioneer, his expertise in a given
According to Dave Winer, a blog
area gets things rolling
His blog serves as an instigator,
traffic cop and referee. Winer runs
the Scripting News weblog.
Weblogs are often-updated sites
that point to articles elsewhere on
the web, often with comments and
on-site articles. The first weblog
was built by Tim Berners-Lee
On Oct. 7, one of the blogging
sessions was titled, "Where's the
business model going?"
entertainment.
A blog is often a mixture of
what is happening in a person's life
and what is happening on the
Web
The "Katrina and the Internet
session also occurred on Oct. 7
nent if they wantt
business," sh
have
coverage m terms of news.
"There is potential to have an
infinite number ofblogs. They
should have a public service oppc
iable
in Louisiana and how news sta-
Speakers discussed the situation
"I am here at this conference to
understand other view points on
faith blogging," McLean said.
When McLean first began faith
blogging, he wanted to set it up for
church members, family and
friends. He believed he was going
to attract others with the same
faith beliefs but found that he
attracted all kinds of people with
differentbeliefs.
The blogging responses made
him think about a mixture of top-
ics which changed the way he now
On Oct. 8, one of the blogging
sessions was titled, "Faith
Blogging." The presenter was
Mickey McLean known as
"Blogsboro" in Greensboro.
He began blogging in March
2005. McLean, a magazine editor,
blogs as a hobby.
Orleans during the hurricane and
was able to blog directlyfrom the
scene. Some bloggers were able to
get to places that some of the news
crews could not,
Williams is the publisher for
XMG Internet Marketing Group
"Mywebsite is an online maga-
zine for all blogging platforms, dis-
cussing all topics to reach the
young adult population (ages 18-
28) in Greensboro," he said.
Williams then downloaded soft-
"One of myboard advisors intro-
duced me to blogging," he said.
ware to become more familiar with
the new media
"Blogging is a plus because it is a
freedom of the press," she said.
Calvin F. Williams, Jr., former
A&T SGA president and computer
science major, said he views the'
blogging conference as a great
opportunity for those who do and
do not know how to be introduced
to the blogging world.
Arthea Perry is an A&T video
and editing faculty member.
he said
allow you to express your opinion,"
"Bloggers are allowing those that
had no voice to have a voice," Perry
said.
Williams' online magazine covers
stories updated on a daily basis.
Katrina discussions turn to race
:ually going
writes
"Targeting an audience with top-
ics are an approach with open dis-
cussion," McLean said.'math of
article.
CONTRIBUTORS NEEDED!
MEETINGS WED. @ 5PM
A&T REGISTER OFFICE- NCB 328ADne of the panelists, Stewart
Kassidy Johnson contributed to this
"You are not suppose to speak
about faith and politics that is why
blogging is changing the media, toPittman w 3n site in New
By Stancheka Boone
Features Editor
The discussion was fueled by the
media coverage that survivors of
Hurricane Katrinareceived imme-
diately following the storm and the
slow response of the U.S. govern-
On Oct. 4, students and profes-
sors fromvarious disciplines gath-
ered to .listen and participate in a
discussion with panelists called
"Images ofKatrina: Media and
Politics."
;t and an
media. Tomlin is
reporti
ast of th , were
a certain
iat mostextent, w
af thevictims predominantly were
he saic
Tom ;poke about the differ
school deferment form. The pur-
pose of the form is to deferpay-
ment of student loans while in
graduate school
If a graduate plans on going
straight into their career, they have
to do exit counseling. Exit counsel-
ing will be done on campus by pro-
fessional lenders to help students
understand issues concerning
loans. This counseling is only for
students who receive loans as a
means of financial aid
cal engineering major, agrees that it
Tracy Alexander, a senior chemi
is important to attend exit counsel-Fall graduation will be held on
Dec. 17 at 9 a.m. at the Greensboro
Coliseum. A brochure will be sent
out in about two weeks that pro-
tion
Eight speakers presented infor-
mation from different departments
on campus, including a representa-
tive from the Registrar's Office and
the bookstore.
"I got a hold on my account (last
semester) because I didn't attend
The audience at the program was
happy to hear that the speaker for
commencement is Tom Joyner of
the Tom Joyner Morning Show.
Seniors can pick up their honors
cords on Dec. 14 from the
Registrar's Office. Graduation
rehearsal will be held on Dec. 14 at
10a.m. in Corbett Sports Center.
Deborah Livingston, a represen-
tative of the Registrar's Office,
spoke to the seniors about gradua-
tion day. Livingston reminded the
seniors that there is a $60 gradua-
tion fee that needs to be paid prior
to receiving their degrees
Livingston also said that there
are two requirements that have to
be met before anyone can graduate
"You have to have a minimum of
124 hours and an overall grade
point average (GPA) of2.0. No one
can waive that-not the dean, the
chancellor, your advisor—no one,"
she said
Livingston said that it is impor-
tant to meet with your advisor as
soon as possible to make sure that
you will graduate and that your
name will be in the commence-
ment book.
November, a final bill will be sent
. Laffeda McKie from the
Treasurer's Office reminded stu-
dents to pay all of their outstanding
bills before graduation. In
vides all information about gradua-
tion day.
tive to me
Another student also agreed
Erika Alexander, a senior market-
ing major, felt that the information
given was beneficial, but she felt
the alumni information was unnec-
essary for the program
"It didn't have anything to do
with graduation besides A&T look-
ing for some money. It's all about
time and place and I don't think
that tonight was the time or the
place for it," Alexander said.
Dinner was served after thepro-
gram. The closing was given by Dr.
Roselle Wilson, the vice chancellor
ofStudent Affairs.
ence why it is im]
Last on the program was Harriet
Davis of the Office of Alumni
Affairs. She explained to the audi-
mation,
Chris Durham, a financial con-
sultantfor Primerica Services and
anA&T alumnus, told the seniors
that is good to start investing and
saving early, even if its only$25 a
month.
"Everyone has a chance to be a
millionaire," Durham said. "It's not
how much you make, but how
much you save."
During his portion of the pro-
gram, he gave out in depth exam-
ples on investing and saving and
why it is important to set financial
goals
Talley told the audience that the
reality is that it may take awhile to
get a job after graduation, so OCS
is also available for alumni.
"(If) a student registers and meets
with their counselor, the success
rate (ofgetting a job) is quite high,"
exit counseling," Alexander said.
"The system thought I was graduat-
ing in May. I wentto get a tran-
script and that's how I found out.
I had to fill out a lot of forms to
prove that I was still enrolled in
school."
Desmond Turner, a bookstore
employee announced that during
the week of Oct. 10, Jostens will be
at the bookstore from. 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. so students can order their
regalia for graduation. The price of
cap and gowns are $27.50. A 10
percent discount will be given ifit
is ordered at the bookstore.
Nicholas Caple, a senior manu-
facturing informationsystem (MIS)
major, said he feels that the pay-
ment ofcap and gowns shouldbe
taken out of tuition
"(For) some of us (it is) financial-
ly infeasible to pay for these
things," Caple said
Zebedee Talley, a counselor in
the Office of Career Services
(OCS), spoke about the importance
of students visiting career services.
"The biggest way to connect a
job is through networking," Talley
said.
lortant to
Program prepares seniors for the real world
By JenniferBranch
Contributor
On Oct. 4, 66 fall graduates gath-
ered in Stallings Ballroom to attend
the "For Seniors Only" program.
The program, which was coordi-
nated by Chandra Caple, a univer-
sity guidance counselor, was spon-
sored by the Office ofCounseling
Services, a division ofStudent
Talley said. "A lotof students get
discouraged but we (OCS) have
something for all majors."
He encouraged the audience to
stop by room 101 in Murphy Hall
to see what services (i.e. resume
building, mock interviews, etc) are
available to help students get a job
Patty Young, the director of the
graduate school department, gave-
information regarding graduate
school at A&T. A&T's graduate
school has over 50 master degree
programs and five doctorate degree
to the senior's mailing address
Also, the $60 graduation fee will
be added on the account during
the first week in November.
All tickets, fines, and any other
outstanding bills need to be paid
before the day ofgraduation.
"Parking bills will not be on the
bill, but it will be flagged on your
account," McKie said.
Shelia Gothard, a representative
of theFinancial Aid Office, said
that there are two important things
that need to be done depending on
whatyour plans are after gradua-
Craigg also mentioned her dis-
likes of the program.
"I didn't like how the last speak-
er contradicted the financial advi-
sor," Craigg said. "The financial
advisor (Durham) was saying save,
save, save, but she is saying give,
give, give. Her approach was nega-
She ended her portion by saying,
"proud Aggies are giving Aggies."
Drenda Craigg, a senior market-
ing major, said that the program
wasvery beneficial in helping sen-
iors with the next step because
there was a lot of information she
did not know.
back to A&T
"Only 15 percent(3,585) of
A&T graduates gave monetary gift!
last year," Davis said.
programs
Students can visit the graduate
school Web site or stop by room
120 in Gibbs Hall for more infor-
Seniors were given a "ForSeniors
Only" folder that included a book,
"About Life Skills for Graduates."
The book focuses on helping sen-
iors deal with different issues that
may arise before and after gradua-
Affairs.
The purpose of the program was
"designed to address essential infor-
mation that seniors need toknow
to complete graduation require-
merits in a timely manner and pro-
vide information that will ease the
transition from college to life after
graduation," said Kay Harris, the
acting director for the Office of
Counseling Services.
tion
If a graduate plans on attending
graduate school after college, he or
she will need to fill out an in-
By Nancy A. Youssef
KRT
Supporters of the constitution
say its passage would be a major
stride toward theBush administra-
tion's goal of making Iraq a demo-
cratic model for the Arab world.
But the rancorous drafting
process and the flaws in the docu-
ment, combined with the mount-
ing violence in Iraq, could further
alienate the country's Sunni
Muslim minority, fuel the insur-
gency and create another milepost
on Iraq's path toward disintegra-
But there's no such consensus on
whether the constitution will
relieve or aggravate the religious,
ethnic and other divides in Iraqi
society, which have deepened since
the U.S.-led invasion toppled
Saddam Hussein's regime in April
2003.
BAGHDAD, Iraq-Iraqis are fac-
ing another pivotal moment in
their dance with democracy when
they go to the polls on Saturday,
Oct. 15, to approve or reject a con-
stitution that was drafted in hur-
the summer.
ried, acrimonious negotiations over
At Ernst & Young we know each employee is integral
to the strength of the firm.
Every individual matters. That's why we've created an environment that's conducive
to personal and professional growth and success. At Ernst & Young, we're offering
an opportunity to learn from some of the best talent in the industry. Look for us
on campus if you'd like to connect, or visit us on the Web at ey.com/us/careers.
ti'on.
Adel Abdul-Mahdi, Iraq's vice
president, is among the optimists.
"The peaceful means (for achieving
political goals) is gaining ground,"
Mahdi said. "The constitution is a
tool to implement order. It's a con-
sensus. It's a contract."
Many Sunnis oppose stripping
power from the central government
and handing it to largely
autonomousKurdish and Shiite
states. But even though the Iraqi
parliament has reversed a last-
minute rule change that would
have ensured passage, the Sunnis
have little chance ofdefeating the
constitution
Two-thirds ofvoters in three of
reject the proposed document for
the constitution to fail.
the nation's 18provinces must
Sunnis were invited to help draft
the constitution, but with lawmak-
ers under U.S. pressure for a quick
deal and many articles already
ironed out between the Shiites and
the Kurds, they were largely
ignored, said Ayad al-Samaraee, the
deputy chairman of the Iraqi
Islamic Party, the largest Sunni
political party.
"We were concentrating on the
main issues," he said, including a
stronger role for the central govern-
ment and safeguards tokeep the
country united. "They are willing
to cooperate only on the minor
they consider the constitution irrel-
If the constitution passes, "it will
be a weak Iraq," al-Samaraee said.
On the street, many Sunnis say
issues.
FORTUNE
100 BEST
TO WORK FORS
evant.
"I don't care ifthis constitution
passes or not because I am not ben-
efiting from anything in it," said
Farouq Dawood, 42, a Sunni taxi
company owner in Baghdad.
"There are people who wrote this
for theirbenefit."
QualityIn Everything We Do
overnment struggles to help victims
Iy Kim Barker
;rt
told Mir ata checkpoint.ter about 36 miles southwest of
Nowpora, struck in a mountainous
region where villages are tough to
get to in the best of times.But
despite difficulties with blocked
roads or mudslides, any delay in
relief could fuel anti-government
sentiment and the Islamic insur-
gency that has long threatened the
NOWPORA, India--When the
arth shook and the clouds of dust
sse in the air, people here thought
ley knew what had happened: The
ease-fire was over, and the mortar
hells had started to fall again.
Only after the dustcleared, the
illagers near the Line of Control
ietween Pakistan and India realized
hat this time, tragedy came from
he earth, and not from the sky. A
jowerful7.6-magnitude earthquake
lad leveled brick homes, schools
md hospitals. Landslides had swept
iway villages. The temblor killed
between 20,000 and 30,000 people
In Nowpora, the earthquake
broke the back of Rubina Bano, 21
crushed under her two-story brick
home. Across the narrow road,
blockedby landslides farther up the
mountainside, Ali Mohammad Mir
prepared to sleep outside and
mourned dead family members.
the same way. Itwas as if the
"There was a feeling of deja vu,"
said Mir, 40, a teacher. "When the
bombs used to come, the dust used
to rise up. Yesterday it happened
bombs had come again."
in Pakistan, mainly on that coun-
try's side ofdisputed Kashmir. It
also killed at least 600 on the
Indian-controlled side, officials said
on Sunday, Oct. 9.
There was also a feeling of con-
flict on Sunday, of us against them,
of the villagers vs. the government.
On the Indian-controlled side of
Kashmir, many victims complained
that the government had not
responded quickly enough to the
disaster, and that the media had
reached them faster than any blan-
kets or food. A crowd of hundreds
blocked the only road between the
towns of Baramulla and Uri and
demanded that soldiers take relief
supplies to their villages.
Kashmir.
zone such as Indian-controlled
Suchcomplaints illustrated the
difficulty ofproviding aid in such a
disaster, especially in a conflict
People such as Mir reacted to the
earthquake's devastation in the
stoic way ofpeople used to conflict.
Throughout the day Sunday, people
seemed shell-shocked, as oneafter-
shock after another rattled through
the region. Many people had set up
makeshift tents in fields. No one
wanted to be inside, not even in
hospitals, many of which set up
shop outside. Doctors were over-
whelmed.And the extent of the
damage was not yet known.
"We have just seen tragedies,
nothing else," said Parveen Bano,
18,whose sister suffered abroken
back.This earthquake, with an epicen-
"We're on our own," said
CharanjitSingh, apolice officer in
the remote village of Jabla, where at
least 20 people died. "Nothing
comes from the government."
The government countered that
it was doing everything possible.
Sonia Gandhi, in charge of India's
governing alliance, visited Uri on
Sunday and told reporters that the
country's immediate goal was to
give people food and shelter,
including as many as 40,000 blan-
kets and tents. Planeloads of medi-
cine, food and drinking water had
been flown into hard-hit areas, and
helicopters ferried injured people
out, officials said.
On Oct. 9, reminders of the
region
long-running Kashmir conflict were
everywhere. IndianArmy check-
points remained open, and soldiers
carefully screened each person
going through. Some soldiers were
even rude to earthquake victims
who tried to talk to the press. "Go,
go, go, don't stop to talk," a soldier
Iraq still
unclear
ineace
than, the domestic flu virus that
Bird flu is different from, and
potentially far more dangerous
Services Mike Leavitt told an inter-
national flu conference at the State
Department on Friday.
Secretary of Health and Human
"Theworld is obviously unpre-
pared or inadequately prepared for
the potential ofa pandemic,"
effective against bird flu
urged them to step up their efforts
to make a vaccine that wouldbe
President Bush summoned lead-
ers of three vaccine manufacturers
to theWhite House Friday and
Organization Director-General Lee
Jong-wook warned late last month.
"Failure to take this threat seriously
and prepare appropriately will have
catastrophic consequences."
"There is a storm brewing that
will test us all," World Health
Health authorities consider
another worldwide flu pandemic,
like the three mass infections that
killed as estimated 50 million peo-
ple in the 20th century, to be both
inevitable andoverdue.
lions of human beings
Under theright conditions it could
spread like wildfire andkill mil-
This fearsome creature is the
virus that causes bird flu. It usually
infects chickens, ducks and turkeys,
but it can also jump to humans.
WASHINGTON - Under amicroscope it's onlya tinyball cov-
ered withknobs and bumps, hatdly
worthy of its reputation as a mass
killer. But within its shell, it har-
borsbiological machinery that can
be deadlier than a nuclear war.
Supporters of intelligent design' theory plot
'overthrow' of materialistic culture, legacy
By Paul Nussbaum
KRT fessionals who explicitly reject natu-ralism and consciously seek to
understand the design that God
has placed in the world," Dembski
writes in his book, "Intelligent
Design: The Bridge Between
Science & Theology." "The possi-
bilities for transforming the intel-
lectual life of our culture are
istry and environment."
unbending forces of biology, chem-
thoughts were dictated by the
The wedge document calls the
proposition that human beings are
created in the image of God "one
of the bedrock principles on which
Western civilization is built." It also
says that thinkers such as Charles
Darwin, Karl Marx and Sigmund
Freud undermined the idea by por-
traying humans "not as moral and
spiritual beings, but as animals or
machines who inhabited a universe
ruled by purely impersonal forces
and whose behavior and very
immense
ans and the nation's science organi-
zations, say intelligent design is not
Its critics, including civil libertari-
mustbe involved
unspecified intelligent designer
observed in nature and that an
Intelligent design holds that nat-
ural selection cannot explain all of
the complex developments
the nation's culture wars
gent design a prominent player in
Christian, philanthropists and foun-
dations, have succeeded in putting
evolutionary theory on the hot seat
in many school districts and state
legislatures. By sponsoring books,
forums and research by a group of
about 40 college professors around
the country, they have made intelli-
The center and the Discovery
Institute, financed primarily by
its weakest points."
wedge that, while relatively small,
can split the trunk when applied at
on Miers selection
theistic convictions," says a strategy
document written in 1999by the
Seattle think tank at the forefront
of the movement.
ence consonantwith Christian and
dominance of the materialist world-
view, and to replace it with a sci-
promises to reverse the stifling
They hope to discreditDarwin's
theory as part of a bigger push to
restore faith to a more central role
in American life. "Design theory
over the teaching ofevolution in
Dover, Pa., have much larger goals
than biology textbooks.
PHILADELPHIA - The advocatesof "intelligent design," spotlighted
in the currentcourtroom battle
Intelligent-design advocates have
focused publicly on "teaching the
controversy," urging that students
be taught about weaknesses in evo-
lutionary theory. The 1999strategy
The authors said they seek "noth-
ing less than theoverthrow ofmate-
rialism and its cultural legacies."
That "wedge document," outlin-
ing a five-year plan for promoting
intelligent design and attacking evo-
lution, has figured prominently in
the trial now under way in federal
court in Harrisburg, Pa. Eleven par-
ents sued theDover school board
over a requirement to introduce
intelligent design to high school
biology students as an alternative to
evolutionary theory.
"The social consequences of
materialism have been devastating.... We are convinced that in order
to defeat materialism, we must cut
it off at its source," wrote the
authors of the strategy plan for the
Center for Science and Culture, an
arm of the Discovery Institute and
the leader of the effort to promote
intelligent design.
"That source is scientific materi-
alism. This is precisely our strategy.
If we view the predominant materi-
strategy is intended to function as a
alistic science as a giant tree, our
document, though, goes well
beyond that.
GOP confronts Bush
science, but creationism in a new
guise. The U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in 1987 that public schools
could not teach creationism in sci-
included such things as defense of
infanticide, the notions that ethics
are an illusion and morality merely
a reproductive survival tactic, sup-
John G. West, associate director
of the center, said last week that
those destructive legacies have
on its Web site.
"The Center for Science and
Culture does not have a secret plan
to influence science and culture. It
has a highly and intentionally pub-
lic program for ' challenging scien-tific matefialism and its destructivecultural legacies,'" the center says
soned persuasion, not political con
ment was written as a fundraising
tool, articulating a plan for rea-
And they say the wedge docu-
say it is a scientific, not a religious,
concept based on scientific observa-
tions, though they acknowledge its
theological implications.
Advocates of intelligent design
religious viewpoint.
ence classrooms because it uncon-
stitutionally promoted a particular
new generation of scholars and pro-
"To lift that pall will require a
under a naturalistic pall."
pline and endeavor is presently
William Dembski, director of the
Center for Science and Theology at
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, Ky., and a
leading intelligent-design advocate,
argues that "virtually every disci-
three-phase plan for advancing its
goals: (1) scientificresearch, writing
and publication, (2) publicity and
opinion-making, and (3) cultural
confrontation and renewal.
The wedge document was written
three years later and outlined a
Christ."
that it supports groups "committed
to furthering the Kingdom of
with grants from conservative
Southern California billionaire
Howard F. Ahmanson Jr., and the
MaclellanFoundation, which says
The center was founded in 1996,
port of eugenics, and the over-
reliance on psychoactive drugs to
control behavior.
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stances lies growing unease over
Bush's Iraq policy, dismay at the
federal response to Katrina and
Bush's sinking public approval rat-
With defiance unseen since he's
been in the White House, Senate
Republicans already have reined in
the administration onthe treat-
ment offoreign detainees, forced it
to jettison no-bid post-hurricane
reconstruction contracts and given
Miers a tepid welcome as Bush's
choice to replace Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor.
Behind these emboldened
dominance.
sowing fears among party strategists
that President Bush is jeopardizing
10years of GOP congressional
WASHINGTON - The conserva-tiverebellion against Supreme
Court nominee Harriet Miers is
widening the split between the
White House and Republicans,
are trying to reassure conservatives
that she will not disappoint them
once on the bench.
deputy chiefof staffKarl Rove and
Family, are supporting Miers after
consulting with White House
gious conservative Focus on the
Some allies of the president, such
as James Dobson, head of the reli-
Kristol and Robert Bork have also
denounced her selection.
ential conservative commentators
such as George Will, William
ment. They say Miers has no track
record to reassure them, and influ-
limiting religion's role in govern
marriage and don't want courts
supporters oppose abortion and gay
Miers' most vehement conserva-
tive critics and the party's stoutest
anything."
chised or disillusioned, there is no
reason for them to go out and do
street organization feels disenffan-
Republican pollster and political
strategist. "If there is no enthusi-
asm, or if the backbone of the
"That can hurt Republicans in
very, very close races," said Tony
Fabrizio, a Washington-based
gain of sixseats to recapture con-
trol of the Senate, a task made easi-
er ifBush alienates religious conser-
vative voters who helped him great-
ly in 2004 and now are offended by
his selection of Miers.
ings
The parting of ways signals a loss
in Bush's clout after five years that
is likely to have consequences for
the remainder of his term and pos-
sibly beyond. Democrats need a net
Become a member of the Army National Guard.
Contact your NC A&T Army National Guard Recruiter
Scientists race to stop bird flu
By Robert S. Boyd
KRT
In the last few weeks, the
National Institute for Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, in Bethesda,
Md., awarded multimillion-dollar
Two years ago, an experimental
H5N1 vaccine was developed by
RobertWebster, a viral expert at St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital
in Memphis, Tenn. Webster's vac-
cine is being tested in laboratories,
but it won't be available for public
use this flu season.
this fall protects against two combi-
nations of viralgenes, H1N1 and
H3N2, which have been circulating
worldwide since 1997. This vaccine
however, offers little or no protec-
tion against H5N1.
ing them harmless.
The domestic fluvaccine being
distributed in the United States
The virus isn't technically alive.
It cannotreproduce on its own but
must kidnap the genes ofa living
cell to make more "daughter" virus-
acids
RNA, a simpler version of DNA
which carries the genetic instruc-
tions for all living cells. The RNA
is surrounded by a coat of proteins,
chains of molecules called amino
Like any virus, thebird flu vari-
ety consists ofa small clump of
body's immune system, invade and
destroy living cells.
works. Its genes have been decoded
and its inner mechanism lay bare.
Researchers can observe the sneaky
tactics it employs to evade the
Scientists, however, have learned
a great dealabout how the virus
oped no immunity to it.
against it, and hence have devel-
exposed to it, or to a vaccine
mosthumans have not been
This strain, known as H5N1, is
considered so alarming because
infected
coursing throughout Asia. It
already has killed at least 60 pea
pie, more than half of those it
far, against the new, virulent strain
ofbird flu, whichwas discovered in
Hong Kong in 1997 and is now
There's no approved vaccine, so
afflicts millions ofAmericans every
year. Even though there are vac-
cines against domestic flu, it still
causes about 36,000 deaths a year.
In addition to vaccines, doctors
have a number of drugs to treat
patients exposed to or infected with
flu.
Meanwhile, Kanta Subbarao, a
viral expertat the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, and her colleagues are
working to develop vaccines against
the H2, H7 and H9 proteins, as
well as the dreaded H5.
contracts to companies in
California, Maryland and
Pennsylvania to develop and stock-
pile future bird flu vaccines.
One such drug, Tamiflu, made
by Roche Laboratories in Nutley,
N.J., interferes with the NA pro-
tein. This prevents the release of
daughter viruses, so an infected per-
son can't relay the disease to oth-
ers. However, Tamiflu is onlypar- .
tially effective against the H5N1
President Bush meets with vaccine manufacturers, Friday, October 7, 2005, in
the Roosevelt Room in the White House in Washington. Left to right in back-
ground are David Mott, president Medlmmune, David Williams, CEO Aventis
Pasteur, Bush, Jean-Pierre Gamier, CEO GlaxoSmithKline, Howard Pien,
Chairman Chiron Corp.
virus.
molecules known as antibodies
The antibodies attach themselves to
the HA or the NA protein, render-
to produce swarms of protective
prompts the body's immune system
few days later.
The major defense against flu is a
vaccine, a modified form of the flu
virus deliveredby a shot in the arm
ora.nasal spray. The vaccine
Jan. 27. The two women perished a
Ungchusak of the Thai Ministry of
Public Health reported in the New
England Journal of Medicine on
person-to-person infection occurred
in Thailand in 2004. An 11-year-old
girl caught the disease from house-
hold chickens. Before she died, she
apparently passed the virus on to
her mother and aunt, Kumnuan
Taubenberger of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology in Rockville,
Md.
War I, according to a report in last
week's Nature by Jeffrey
flu" bug that killed 50 millionpeo-
ple or more at the end of World
Usually people get the H5N1
virus from contact with birds, but
at least one probable case of a fatal,
Ominously, several genes in the
H5N1 virus resemble the "Spanish
Currently, the most worrisome
flu strain is H5NL Its first human
fatalities were reported in Hong
Kong in 1997.
they all were in agreeance, we
ain't going. Why?
cert?
I have asked a few people, and
Say What??
can't get a h**/now
he wanna fight/try
to hoiia at h**/u
aint got ya game
tight/breath stanK/
you stanK/body iook
nasty/ guess what I
told him when that
lame walKed past
me?/ SIT DOWN?
-Maceo, D^L
Feeling as though the odds were
against him, T.I. wentback to what
he always knew would be there- the
trap (for those ofyou who aren't
familiar with the term trap, it
As a teenager, Tl. was signed to
LaFace Records, but was ignored by
other labels after they decided to
make a transition into the pop
genre. Even with beats produced by
the Neptunes, and cameos from
some of hip-hops brightest stars,
T.I.'s first mainstream album," I'm
Serious", didn't fare so well with
the fans and the critics.
thing special
But to the true southernrap
lovers, they knew that he was some-
spot on the
Clifford Harris a.k.a. T.I. is a 25
year-old Atlanta native, who went
from running the streets of south-
westAtlanta to the number one
e Billboard charts. Yet, it
wasn't an easy road
"Now, errbody wanna be the
king of the south /When, they
ain't runnin' a damn thang but
they mouth/ No doubt, it's all
good, y'all just statin y'all opinion/
But in the south, in any hood, its
understood without sayin."
And that it is.
With T.I being the King of the
South and Lil' John the King of
Crunk, its safe to say that the true
kings of the South will be in the
building on Oct. 15.
being created in the streets, record
labels had no choice but to recog-
nize him as a potential powerhouse
in the industry
While making appearances on
several established artists' singles,
T.I. began to build his own reper-
toire. By the time 80 percent of his
sophomore album, "Trap Muzik"
was completed, he had signed a
joint-venture deal withAtlantic
Record:
"Trap Muzik" wenton to sell
700,000 copies before he experi-
enced a minor set back in his
career. T.I. was incarcerated
Despite being in jail, T.I. sent
out Grand Hustle artists to do
shows and promote the label as
much as possible Upon his release
T.I. created his sophomore album.
T.I.'s, "Urban Legend", is to
southerners whatJay-Z's
"Reasonable Doubt" is to New
And for that he has also been
labled the "Jay-Z of the South."
Yorkers- a classic
With over 1 million copies sold,
"Urban Legend" is T.I.'s highest
selling album
the storyof many young men
today.
to date.
Renaldo McFalling, an Atlantic
Records representative, said that
the album tells
"So many people can relate to
that album because so many
people go through what he has. A
lot of people sell drugs to maintain
a lifestyle that they can get another
way, but don't quite know how to
go about it," McFalling said. That
album speaks to the minds and
hearts of today's young hustlers."
Right down the road from T.I. is
a well known producer arid rapper
born Jonathan Smith but better
known as Mr. "Okaay" or.Lil' John
Atlanta and the surrounding
areas haveplayed a role in produc-
ing party rap and bass music dur-
ing the 90's, which we nowknow
as crunk music.
More than any other person in
the area, Lil' Johnand the Eastside
Boyz took this as their personal
moniker and made it a household
sound. By adding their signature
vocals and phrases to these tunes,
the group of men made it
impossible for listeners
to not get out of their
as a deejay
Lil' John
started out
local
in a
Atlanta
" club. In1993,
ked as a dee-
a local radio
n where he
>ducing
x tracks tot
lermaine
>ri asked Lil'
i to work foi
So Def
He also
:ords.
;uper produc-
maker with such club bangers as
theYing-Yang Twins' " GetLow",
By the end of 2003, Lil' John
was considered a bonafide hit
In 2002 his sophomore album"
Kings of Crunk" produced multi-
ple singles that were and are still at
the top of the Billboard Charts.
southernrappers.
Chyna White and host ofother
Afterwards there were a slew of
platinum singles released, "Put Yo
Hood Up" and "1 don't give a.."
featuring Ludacris, Too Short,
Many people outside of Georgia
and the sothernmost states didn't
know who he was, until his multi-
platinum single "Bia Bia" hit the
airwaves in 2001.
acclaimed regional success
scene with his music, gaining
For many years after that Lil'
John focused on the underground
Wit?"
Eastside Boyz, Lil' Johnreleased
their 1996 debutalbum "Who you
wit: Get Crunk." The album fea-
tured the hit single "Who You
and Youngbloodz " Damn."
Being the pioneer of the crunk
music genre, Lil' John has
branched out and produce Latino
rapper Pitbull, to cross hip-hop and
reggaeton, therefore creating anoth-
er hip-hop southern explosion.
How longcan Lil' Johnkeep pro-
ducing the crunkest beats?
In an interview with VHl.com
Lil' John answered that question.
"I'm not goin' to be 40 years old
doin' this. I'm probably goin' to
just focus onproducin' in the next
couple ofyears. Right now, since
we got this new album doneand in
the can, 1 kind ofwant to sit
back and produce my own
artists." Lil' John said.
Homecoming is guaranteed to be
a banger and ifyou are not there, I
guarantee you will hear about it the
next day!
By Jason Pugh
Contributor
the first to do something good...But that's just me, just
being who I am," Ciara told MTV.com in a recent
Ciara follows destiny
to become R&B artist
s to GreensboroTexas trio hea
By Jason Pugh
Contributor
It is easy for anyone to see that
the Southern division ofrap has
increased in the last couple of
years. Southern rappers come from
a variety of places such as
Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas and
Atlanta
And now comes the trio from
Atlanta, thus far, has been
ground zero for southernrap with
artists such as Lil' John, Pastor
Troy, Lil' Scrappy, Bone Crusher
and Young Jeezy.
Texas is the breeding ground for
"screwed and chopped" music and
the emergence of the new southern
rappers, Mike Jones, Paul Wall and
Slim Thug.
their foot is officially in the door.
Paul Wall debutedat number
one with 294,000 albums sold
according to billboard.com
Slim Thug, who released
"Already Platinum" in July, sold
more than 129,000copies and
debuted number two on the
Billboard 200. Mike Jones'
album,"Who is Mike Jones," was
released in April and peaked at
number three on the Billboard 200
with 1.1 million albums sold.
"The following these artists have
in Houston is what is going to
carry them to national success,"
said Zack Cimini, a reporter from
Vibe magazine said in an article.
"There might not be another city
that brings the true meaning to the
term 'grinding' than Houston."Judging by the three's album sells
Slim Thug, who is currently
signed to Star Trak Entertainment,
began his career as an underground
artist. Although Slim Thug left
Swishahouse for Star Trak
Entertainment, Mike Jones and
Jones worked his way through
Paul Wall stayed with the label.
strip clubs promoting his music. He
gained the attention of T. Farris,
theA&R of Swishahouse and thus
began working with them.
Jones released the single "Still
Tippin,'" which featured the trio.
The success of the single made the
two realize their accomplishment-
their dream ofnationalrecognition
was finally here.
Swishahouse Records that raps slow
and drinks sizzurp.
in the short amount of time that Ciara has been in
the music industryshe has made a name for herself.
Ciara Princess Harris was born on Oct. 25, 1985 in
Austin, Texas, to a military family. When she was a
student at Riverdale High School, she was motivated
to be a singer after seeing and listening to the all-
female group Destiny's Child
In a recent interview with Vhl.com, Ciara said her
superstardom dream would onlycome from sacrifice.
She dedicated herself to her dreamand sacrificed fun
for music.
After leaving the all female group, Hersay ,
Ciara got a publishing deal. Soon after
receiving her publishing deal she caught the
attention of Atlanta producer Jazze
Pha
Jazze Pha and Ciara worked
together for five days when he
decided to sign her to his label
Sho NuffRecords. Ciara refers
to Jazze Pha as her "musical
soulmate"
"God really put him in my
life for a reason...Our vibe is
incredible," Ciarasaid in the
VH1 interview.
After all Jazze helped her get
the title ofPrincess ofCrunk
and B.
Crunk and B is a new genre
of music that combines the ener-
gy ofcrunk music with the sub-
ject matter of an R&.B song.
Even though given the title,
Ciara mentioned that she was not
really excited about it.
"Some people wanna give me
this title of the princess, the
queen, the first lady...I mean
it's cool to know that I was
'I cut out going to the movies
with my friends; I actually told someof my
friends, 'This month were not gonna hang out
or talk on the phone." Ciara said in the inter-
view with VHl.com
interview.
Despite how she may feel about her title, Ciara still
managed to sell over 2 million copies of her album
"Goodies"
In September, "Goodies" debuted atnumber three
on theBillboard 200.
Local sales of her debut album garnered more atten-
tion than expected. According to Jerome Robinson,
manager of J&.B Music Connection in Greensboro,
the album sold roughly 300 copies of the 320 that they
received
Ciara is not limiting herself on
plans for the future.
As far as plans of acting, Ciara
would like to be in a movie as
well as featured on the movie's
soundtrack. This idea came
about after making a song
for the "Coach Carter"
soundtrack
According to MTV News,
Ciara would like to write and
sing music that has an old-school
feel. She claims that she loves
that type of music.
"I wasn't born in the
'70's...But I have an old-
school soul, and I know
whatI feel like whenI lis-
ten to those old-school
records...It feels so good
and it feels so real, and I
It did real good. It was like the number
selling around Christmas,"
Robinson said. "Every girl, every little
girl wanted it for Christmas."
In Ciara's biography on the Vhl
Web site it says, "The album is a
complete work ofart and a master-
ful mixture of messages for the
young and not soyoung."
"My goal is to deliver a positive
message and let people know
they're not the only one going
t
through things." Ciara said on
i the Web site.
By Candra Whitley
Arts and Entertainment Editor
My question for the week is
KINGS OF THE SOUTH
Lil' John and T.I. to headline homecoming concert
ArtistsReview
By Candra Whitley
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Why are the same people that
were here for Summer Jam here
AGAIN for homecoming?
I don't understand
But many students and concert-
Obviously because the South is
the best thing going right now
and why mess up a good thing?
goers wonder, ifwe went to
Summer Jam what's the point of
attending the homecoming con-
cert- goers to see
words with an exclamation
Maybe the show will be better
than Summer Jam. I hope so.
Because I was there, arid all I
have to say about that is two
point.
Not Interested!
seats
"Whaaaaaaaaaaat!"
For more information please call the
A&T Ticket Office at 334-7749.
well known artists such as Too
Short, Xscape, Total and Usher.
After helping to cre-
ate some of the hip-
hop and
R&B'shottest songs.
Li
de
low
an
Sa
th
Because we just went.
The best addition to the show
is theTexas flow. (I am biased,
YEEHAW!) None of the screwed
up click has been here yet, so that
will be something new for con-
with: A suit; it can doubleup as a
vest.
whitebutton-down shirt, with or
withouta tie (depending on the
occasion). There's no doubtthat a
cardigan can serve you from day
to night, especially since layering
is a classic fall trend.Wear it
Kenneth Cole cardigan over a
Thebeige cardigan
Remember onething: thisain't
your daddy's cardigan. This updat-
ed version ofa throwback look wif
onlyput youahead of the others.
Made from a comfortable cotton
blend, you can throwon a
PHOTOS BYERICA FRANKLIN &
STANCHEKA BOONE
By Adriana Galbreath
Contributor
mass communication major, was
crowned Miss
Omega Psi Phi
after competing
Geter wore a
careerwalk,
For her
wear portion.
two-piece suit
The host,
Rachel Wilson,
explained that
Geter said she jess jca Geter
plans to use was cr0wned
her education M jss Omega
and experience psj phi.
to become a
Smith was chosen by other mem-
bers of the sorority. Smith chose
Richard to be Mr. Gammafollow-
Smith, a senior political science
and history major, and Richard, a
sophomore business administration
major, received their titles a week
before the pageant.
Phi Nu Pi,
"The Glitter of RHOyalty" was
held on Oct. 3. During the pro-
gram, Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority
Inc. crowned Margaletta Smith as
Miss Sigma GammaRho and
Collin Richard as Mr* Gamma.
"I think that I am the ideal
woman. When you look at your
organization, you always want
someone to reflect what your
organization is about and I think I
represent what my organization is
about," Smith said.
time for organizations toselect
their kings and queens to serve as
the "face" of their groups. For two
weeks, Greek organizations have
held pageants and contests to
decide who will serve as theirroyal-
ty-
Homecoming season marks a
J By Candra Whitley
Tfte fashion fyhert
Fashion Forward Men, the time
has come, yet again; an outline of
the trendsthat will help make the
transition from summer to winter
more stylish. Look on the bright
side -fall is always conducive to
cool looks,andyou were probably
getting sick ofwearing the same
stuffeveryday.
Fall 2005 is all about rich fabrics
and colors, "military meetsprep-
py" contours, and a return to for-
mal, refined looks. Ifyou're ready
to get a handle on theseason, just
print this fall fashionchecklist and
get itcracking. Wrhat follows are
some of the must-have items you'll
need to getyour handson as soon
as possible... ifyou want to
lecome the trendsetteron cam-
The men competed in three
rounds. In the first round, the men
were dressed in attire that best
described theirpersonalities.
Round two was the talent portion
of the show. Round three was a
QckA session to determine their
relationship views.
The contestants were Armon
Moore, Matthew Hudson, Terrell
Morris, Winefred Locus Jr., Chris
Presley Jr., Dominique Camm,
Montrell Davis, Khary Tatum,
Rodney Thomas"and JefferySawyer
Jr.
King.
On Sept. 28, the Alpha Mu
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc. presented their 1st
annual Unveiling of the Crimson
merchandising
and design
Jeffery Sawyer,
a juniorfashion
ship, being the female voice of the
chapter and playing a role in com-
Nu Chapter, said, "The privileges
of Miss Kappa will be a scholar-
istry major
and member
of the Alpha
Young was
crowned Miss
Queen of
Diamonds.
junior chem-
Psi Fraternity
Inc. chose their
Miss Queen of
Diamonds
2005. *
Corey
Caldwell, a
On Sept. 30,
the Alpha Nu
Chapter of
Kappa Alpha
Crimson and
Thomas as Mr.
Alpha Mu.
Davis as Mr.
Cream, Presley
as Mr.
Mr. 1913'scourt consists of
ing the community, escorting Miss
Delta Sigma Theta and putting on
programs for the students of
A&T," Sawyer said.
"The duties of Mr. 1913 are serv-
Sorority Inc."
ladies well," he said. "I feel great
and honored to represent the
women of Delta SigmaTheta
ipea coat,
maybe because it's a sophisticated
style. Whatever the case, you can
take yourpick ofargyle sweaters
(V-neck or crewneck) and even
sweater vests. Wear it with: A
because it's a preppy look, or
Argyle is one ofthose looks that
resurfaces every fall; maybe
The argyle sweater
By Stancheka Boone
Features Editor
1. Why do dogs hate cats?
2. Does getting to campus early
REALLY help you find a parking
space?
3. Why can black people talk
about all races but no race can
talk about black people?
4. Do all Md./DC. people shop
at the same store for theirblack
hoodies and black shoes?
5. How does the Maury Show
find so many people who don't
know the father of their children?
6. Why do they say they are 200
percent sure someone is the father
and then bring six more guys?
7. Why do the women always
take that run ofshame off the
stage?
8. Do they think we can't see
thembackstage?
9. Will more students be at the 'Millions More Movement or
homecoming?
10. Do people forget about the
Enterprise logo on the back of
rental cars while they are trying
to show offduring homecoming?
11.How much business has Rent
n' Roll received since homecom-
ing was announced?
12. Why doesn'tanybody's cell
phone have service during home-
coming?
Would you rather...
13. Go to the step show or the
Bad Boys of Comeday?
14. Go in the game or hang out-
side?
15. Go to the concert or to a
club?
16. Go to a club or stand on High
Point Rd?
17. How many fights will there
be at the concert?
18. How many people will til,
Jonbring on the stagewith him
that nobody knows.
19. Which star is not going to
show up?
20. Are professors trying to be
funny by giving midterm exams
during hmecoming week?
The pageant's 11 contestants
includedLatanda Mack, Nova
Brown, Jessica Geter, Krystal
Pettewat, Brittany Stephens, Lashia
Lewis, Ashley Kee,Tiffany King,
GabrielleWard, BrooklynRoberts,
and Kelly Perry.
Powers said.
The Miss Omega Psi Phi Pageant
was held on Oct. 4.
"I think she's going to be excel-
lent. I think they [Smith and
Richard] compliment each other,"
and work on projects like educat-
ing the youth," she said.
nity service Gamma
active. was crowned Miss
"I'm going Sigma Gamma RhO happy with the judge's deci-
to work on and Collin Richard sion
more commu- was Crowned Mr. «It's not.about 'she's just thprettiest girl in the world andwe should just pick her.' We didn't
justpick her on shallowness. We
picked off character, spirituality
and got a good-old American girl
he said.
and Lewis as Miss 1911
Miss Omega Psi Phi's court con
sists of Petteway as Miss Mu Psi,
Stephens as Miss Purple 'n' Gold,
Will Medley, an Omega
Psi Phi member, said that he is
tegory or another, but
verall Miss Omega Psi Ph
ad high scores across the
loard," he said
"Her overall performance
lade her stand out. Alot of
lem had high scores in one
■aternity Inc., served as one
: the judges of the pageant.
Mario Lewis, the graduate
lvisor for Omega Psi Phi
corporation.
In the talentportion, Geterrecit
ed a poem about finding good
men. At the end of the poem, she
put on a blazer with a man from
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. on
the back, saying "an Omega man is
the only one for me."
communications manager for a
professional athletic team or a large
ing an interview.
Jacqueline Powers, a senior jour-
nalism and mass communication
major and Sigma GammaRho
Sorority Inc. member, said they
chose Smith because she is so
active in the community.
Smith is a member of the
NAACP, March ofDimes, Big
Brothers/Big
Sisters of
America,
Political Law
Society and
Henry Frye
Law Society.
As Miss
Sigma Gamma
Rho, Smith
plans to help
her sorority
become more
Young's court consists of Rankin
as Miss Alpha Nu, Okonkuo as
Miss 1911 and McKnight as Miss
said
"I am very excited about what
the year is going to bring and the
task I'm going to perform," Young
something to represent them, that's
why I tried out."
She said, "I have been doing pag-
eants since high school, I have
always loved the brothers of Kappa
Alpha Psi. I also wanted to do
and mass communication major,
was crowned Miss Queen of
Diamonds
Young, a sophomore journalism
Young.
The pageant consisted ofsix
women competing in five different
categories. The contestants were
Mary McKnight, Monica Denise-
Marie Carter, Nneka Okonkuo,
Portia Rankin, Gwendolyn
Williams and Jennifer Nechelle
munity service."
The women were judged on tal-
ent, career walk, lingerie, formal-
wear and Q & A.
Stancheka Boone contributed to
this article.Sawyer said he tried out because
hewanted to do something differ-
also happy."
Sherry Williams, Sawyer's moth-
er, said, "I was very surprised when
he called me up on stage but I was
Sawyer said.
some audience members in tears.
"I wanted to express the way I
feel about my mother. That is why
I chose to do this rap for her,"
Mama." Sawyer's performance left
song "Dear
Kanye West's
y ground music
Sawyer was for his Perfornn
crowned Mr. ance was from
1913
performed a rap
dedicated to his
mother, whom
he pulled on
stage. The back-
portion, Sawyer
In the talent
1913
crowned Mr.
major, was
WORD
of the week
"I feel I could represent the
round. Although it's not for the
office, it can beworn underneath a
V-neck sweater with a pair of styl-
ishblack or grayflat-frontpants.
Wear it with: Ablack blazer and
jeans, for a night on thetown.
shirt, Western-style plaid shirts
can make you look like theking of
the stable.A gray-based Hollister
Co. plaid shirt (with maroon and
lightblue accents) is thekind of
shirt you can even wearyear
welcome. Sincepatterns like plaid,
checkand paisley are now more
popular than the staple striped
The Western-style shirt
[Here's a style that seems to stick
around and rarely overstays its
fair Affair
Constantlytryingtomake the cut
Because succeeding is a must
Untitled
By Jason Pugh
Life is like trybuts
Always going all out
In GodI trust
which looks stylish with black
pants, dark jeans, or a suit. Wear
it with: Black or gray flat-front
pants for a slickbusiness casual
look.
details like stripes or an accessory
like a scarf. Kenneth Coleoffers up
a sleekblack button-downshirt
with purple andblue stripes,
then you can always incorporate
theshade into your look with
Thepurple shirt
While lastfall it was all aboutred,
orange andblue, 2005's"it" color
is purple. If you're hesitant about
stepping out in full-on purple,
But I'm strugglinginconsistency
Faith is currentlyadequate
Grindingso all can see
Ahustler, yeah you can call me
But it's not what it needs tobe
Not drugsjust work and education
But 40 hours a week makes school work a
casualty
Wear it with: A sleeveless
sweater vestand a patterned shirt
for a smart look.
These solidblack andbrushed chi-
nos by Banana Republic might jusl
replace yourfavorite pair ofwool
dresspants -especially since they
can also be worn toa hot club.
andmake any ensemble dressier,
as an easy substitute for jeans.
Although beige chinos get the
Appreciated by everyone fromthe
college student to theyoung pro-
fessional andmiddle-aged father,
black chinos go with everything
mostrecognition, black chinos are
just as much ofa classic.
The black chinos
This endlesscycle iskilling me
Nevertheless it's nonnegotiable Put your life in d
Register at www.fordcollegehq.com for a chanc
new 2006 Ford Fusion, and other cool prizes i
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. APURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES (D.C.) 18 YEARS AND OLDER. V
Promotion ends 12/31/2005. For Official Rules, prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit www.fordcollegehq.com.Sponsor: Ford Motor Company, One /
But I guess it makes me strong
Guess I'll just grit my teeth and press on
Are you a lyricist, poet, or rapper?
Showcase your craft in the A&T
Register. (No profanityor extremely
explicit words or lyrics, 120 words or
less.) e-mail your work to
register@ncat.edu
theirendless amount ofmatching
options, withoutbeing asformal
asblack. But that doesn'tmean a
graysuit can'tserve as a power
suit. Wear itwith: An argyle
sweater layered underneath, for a
Euro chic look.
While pinstriped suits (especially
navy ones) are still going strong
this season, you'll needto make
room for thelatest style — the
gray suit. Whether it's flannelor
tattersall (apattern ofdarklines
formingsquares on a lightback-
ground), gray suits offer the best
ofboth worlds — they can easily
replace ablack suit, thanks to
The graysuit
tees and jeans!
These styles aren'tfor everybody.
Ifyou can pull them off, go for it!
Otherwise justbe boring and stick
withwhat you know. Thermals,
pur
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ob Market Shows
cantly from other kinds of bank
fraud, such as when a criminal uses
a stolen ATMcard to getcash outof a
teller machine.
Watch Your Wallet
Overall, statistics on identity
theft are spotty. For one thing, re-
search has found that most victims
of identity theft don't report the
crime to police. In many cases, they
aren't even certain that they are
truly crime victims and don't know
how theincidentoccurred. Banks in-
creasingly alert authorities when in-
cidents occur, but even those disclo-
sures can be incomplete.
financial information without their
knowledge with theintentofcommit-
ting fraud or other crimes.
The commission estimates that
identity theft affects nearly 5%of the
adultpopulation, costing businesses
and individuals a combined $53 bil-
lion annually. It received 246,000 re-
ports of identity theft last year,
nearly triple thenumber in2001. The
FTC has attributed much of thatrise
to heightened awareness of the issue
among consumers, making them
more likely to report incidents as
identity theft.
Playing Defense
The growth in the market has
touched offa gold rush amonggame
makers and investors unlike any-
thing the videogame industry has
seen in years. Yet some executives
see signs thatmobile gaming hasbe-
come overheated, attracting more
software suppliers than the market
is likely to sustain. While some
games may become big moneymak-
ers, companies are running into
problems getting cellphone carriers
to distribute and promote all the
games being created. Some game
companies with shaky profit
prospects may soon find themselves
outof business.
With 194.6 million Americans-
almost two-thirds of thepopulation-
now owning cellphones, wireless
companies are having a hard time
finding new customers. Worse,
voice-calling prices have been stag-
nating and even falling in recent
years. Meanwhile, the videogaming
industry has been exploding. Some
108 millionAmericans 13years and
older spent a total of $7.4 billion on
games in 2003, and the numbers are
expected to grow to 126 million and
S8.3 billionby 2008.
lier handsets were those that were
preinstalled, and many users tired
of them quickly.
Many financial institutions are
increasingly urging their clients to
start usingpaper shreddersat home.
Household models can be relatively
inexpensive, and they significantly
reduce the chances that a criminal
There are a numberof steps indi-
viduals can take to protect them-
selves
The Federal Trade Commission
itself defines identity theft broadly,
describing it as when someone pos-
sesses or uses aperson's personal or
According to thestudy, thebulk of
therest wasattributedtofriends and
relatives, corrupt employees, stolen
mail, Dumpster divingand computer
spyware. Computer viruses or hack-
ers accounted for only 2.2% of inci-
dents. While there has been a signif-
icant increase in the number of elec-
tronic attempts at identity theft, "the
ones that are working are the tradi-
tional ones," says James Van Dyke,
Javelin'spresident.
Whetherit'sfull-blownID theft or
small-scale fraud, even in cases
where thecriminal is a stranger, it's
almost never a case ofsophisticated
computer hacking. Although 75% of
all households use the Internet and
65% of those do someonline banking,
"most criminals obtain personal in-
formation through traditionalrather
than electronicchannels," according
to theJavelin study. Some 29% of vic-
tims surveyed said their personal in-
formation was obtained through a
lost or stolen wallet, checkbook or
credit card.
Mr. Cunningham says he was re-
cently fillingout anapplication to be
a coach on his son's neighborhood
football team in Arizona, and the
form asked for his Social Security
number, driver's license number
and other personal information. He
declined to provide the information,
because there was no way for him to
know whetherhis personal informa-
tion would be kept under lock and
key. (He got the job anyway.)
The only organizations you're re-
quired toprovide withyour SocialSe-
curity number are your employer
andyourfinancial institutions. (This
is for tax purposes.) If anyone else
asks-say, aretailer-you don'thave
to give it. The company can decline
toprovide the service, but it'sworth
asking what otheridentificationthey
might accept instead.
It's also wise to avoid disclosing
any personal information on forms
or applications unless absolutely
necessary, says Mike Cunningham,
senior vice president in the credit-
card fraud department at J.P. Mor-
ganChase & Co.
Some financial institutions are
urging their customers to abandon
paper statements and instead view
their accounts online. Among them
is E*Trade Financial Corp., which
says itsonline system is moresecure
than paper statements that can be
stolenor copied. A spokeswoman de-
clined to specify how much money
the company will save by eliminat-
ing paper statements.
Another suggestion: Be particu-
larly aware if credit-card bills or
bank statements are missing from
the mailbox. If a bill arrives more
than two weeks late, the American
Bankers Association suggests con-
tactingthe localpost office to be sure
it isn't being forwarded without the
recipient's knowledge. Also check
with the company where the bill
originated.
can find any useful personal infor-
mation in the trash. Banks typically
recommend shredding documents
that contain account information,
Social Security numbers, credit-card
andATMreceipts andcredit-card of-
fers. Also, shred blank checks that
sometimes come in the mail as part
ofa solicitation.
The term "identity theft" is often
used loosely to describea wide array
of crimes. But true identity theft oc-
curs when someone uses stolen in-
formation to create a new form of
identity, such as opening a new
credit-card account under the vic-
tim's name. That differs signif'i-
According to one recent study, by
Javelin Strategy &Research, a con-
sulting firm inPleasanton, Calif., in
26% of all cases the fraud victims
knew the person who had misused
their personal information. (Typi-
cally it was a familymember, friend
or neighbor, or in-home employee.)
In addition, as much as 50%of debit-
card fraud occurs when a card is
snagged by a family member or
friend who knows the card's per-
sonal-identificationnumber, accord-
ing to a recent report from Tower-
Group, aunitof MasterCardInterna-
tional Inc.
And theperpetrator may not be a
stranger.
But you might want to hide your
checkbook when friends and rela-
tives come visit yourhome.
Despite a series of alarming: re-
ports in recent months about secu-
rity breaches that have made per-
sonal data potentially vulnerable to
crooks-such as the one at credit-
card processor CardSystems Solu-
tions Inc. affecting 40 millioncredit-
card accounts—most bank-related
crimes remain stubbornly low-tech.
Theyrange from simple forgeryof a
check, to unauthorized credit-card
use, to Dumpster diving, which is
when someone plucks a bank state-
ment or credit-card bill from your
garbage.
Worried
that shadowy
gangs of Russian hack-
ers are breaking into
computer networks,
stealing your financial
secrets? Don't lose too
much sleep over it.
Challenged
OfHybrids
Mileage
The SupremeCourt refused to re-
instate a class action that accused
Merrill Lynch and itsformer star In-
ternet stock analyst Henry Blodget
of misleading investors about Web
stocks. Justices had been asked to
use the case to clarify the standard
for securities-fraud claims.
By Jay Hershey
Odds & Ends
Ski Trip Bookings
Hit Blizzard Scale
Some ski resorts are already
booking up for thewinter holidays.
Enticed by special discounts and
because of the quirks of this year's
holiday calendar-both Christmas
and New Year's fall on weekend
days-travelers are fillingupresorts
much earlier than usual. Winter
reservations at Jackson Hole, Wyo.,
are up 41% compared with this time
last year, according to Jackson Hole
Central Reservations. MuchofUtah,
which continues to benefit from the
buzz generated by the 2002 Winter
Olympics and last year's epic snow
fall, is quickly selling out.
Much of the bottleneck is due to
the resorts' own making. After the
Sept. 11,2001,attacks, advancebook-
ings plummeted. Over the last cou-
ple of years, some resorts started to
aggressively discount advance pack-
ages. This season, thespecials, most
of which expire at the end of this
month, have spread to many more
resorts. High gasoline prices also
have led manyresorts to throw extra
energy behind incentives to lock in
vacationers early.
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The number of consumers with
cellphones thatcan download games
has risen sharply - to about 112mil-
lion as of August, compared with 83
million in November 2004. The only
Now companies in a broader set
of industriesare grappling with how
Google could make it harder for
them to charge for consumer ser-
vices and products. Indeed, Google's
growth, due to the scale and effi-
ciency of its online advertising net-
work, could allow it orpartner com-
panies to introducefree offerings in
a range of other areas, challenging
traditional fee-based models.
Google executives say they re-
main focused onsearch and commu-
nications-related services. But some
industry executives say that areas
where Google could offer free, ad-
supported services include voice
calling, cellphone service, console
videogames, premium TV program-
mingpackages and digital music.
Cellphone Games
Lead to Gold Rush
The mobile gaming business is
poised for a breakout.
For Google, 'Free'
May Be Weapon
It'shardtocompete with "free."
Google last month proposed that
it offer free high-speed wireless In-
ternet access throughout San Fran-
cisco, raising the question of why
residents would pay for Internet ac-
cess from cable and telephone com-
panies. The company also recently
announced a partnership with Sun
Microsystems that includes Google
supporting the free OpenOffice.org
software that competes with Mi-
crosoft's Office suite of programs.
Microsoft Officecan retail for $399 or
more.
Rippie effects from a Delphi fil-
ing could shake former parent Gen-
eral Motors Corp., where manage-
ment is seeking substantial conces-
sions from the United Auto Workers
union to reduce a $l,500-a-vehicle
cost disadvantage against Japanese
auto makers.
Coming on the heels of bank-
ruptcy-protection filings at North-
west Airlines and Delta, Delphi's
plans reinforce howcompanies with
aging work forces in old-line indus-
trial sectors like aerospace, auto,
steel andrubberfind themselves un-
able to respond to the shiftingreali-
ties of the global economy, and cut
legacy costs, including pensions and
retiree health benefits to stay com-
petitive
Delphi Presses
UAW for Cuts
Delphi Corp., the big auto sup-
plier that filed for bankruptcy pro-
tection, said it could still save its
pension plan for U.S. hourly work-
ers, but only ifunions agree to work
for about a third of their old pay and
benefits.
Before Katrina hit the Gulf Coast
in late August, the Fed had expected
the economy to be operating at full
capacity by the end of this year.
Now, the relatively modest overall
hit from the hurricane, combined
with the prospect of billions of dol-
lars of federal spending, raises the
risk that the economy could test
those capacity limits next year. That
means Fed officials may conclude
they need topush rates even higher
than they expected before thestorm.
A new government employment
report suggested the economy is
likely to recover fromKatrina's buf-
fetingwith little trouble despite the
higher energy prices of recent
months. That will keep the Federal
Reserve focused on containing infla-
tionby continuing to lift short-term
interestrates.
Signs of Strength
The nation's job market showed
surprising strength in September,
despite the loss of hundreds of thou-
sands of jobsin retailing, hotels and
restaurants because of Hurricane
Katrina.
;ames consumers could play on ear
• Blogs ofdoctors and nurses offera real-world view ofpracticing med-
icine.
By GinaChon
With
consumers com-
plaining that hybrid ve-
hicles don't get the gas
mileage shown on win-
dow stickers, the Envi-
ronmental Protection
Agency is developing new fuel-econ-
omytesting methods tobetter reflect
real-world conditions. And some
auto makers are stepping up efforts
to let drivers know why they might
not get the desired mileage.
Hybrids, which combine a gaso-
line engine with an electric motor,
havebecome hotsellersas high gaso-
line prices spur car shoppers to seek
out fuel-efficient vehicles. But hy-
brids appear especially prone to dis-
parities between EPA mileage esti-
mates and the fuel use drivers actu-
ally see. According toa studyby Con-
sumer Reports that tested the
mileage ofvehicles inreal-world con-
ditions, hybrids, averaged 19 miles
per gallon below EPA city estimates.
The problem is that the EPA esti-
mates assume that drivers are oper-
ating under certainideal conditions,
such as not using air conditioning
and accelerating slowly, that can be
very unlike what people do on the
road. The EPA says the new rules it
is developing will more accurately
reflect how people actually driveand
will consider the impact ofair condi-
tioning, aggressive driving and traf-
fic congestion on fuel economy.
Meanwhile, to educate drivers
about mileage, Ford is creating a
"Hybrid Patrol," a group of Ford
stafferswho will travel to 11cities to
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The fuel-efficiency tips most of-
ten tendered include common-sense
bits of advice that few drivers are
likely to abide by: Don't brake as
much. And drive a maximum speed
of 60 miles per hour on the highway.
At Toyota, luxury brand Lexus
has begun distributing through deal-
ers a pamphlet on the RX 400h,
Lexus's luxury hybrid SUV, listing
reasons why the vehicle maynot get
the 31 mpgthe EPA estimated for the
vehicle in city driving. The EPA
tests, the brochure points out, as-
sume driversaccelerate slowly, leave
theair conditioning off, and average
talk about fuel economy. And more
than 280 owners of hybrid-powered
Escapes from 24 states signed up to
to learn driving tips to improve fuel
efficiency at a Ford-sponsored clinic
inDearborn, Mich.
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Fronters, Stunters and
dumb Freshman suckers
By Brett Harrington
Guest Commentary
Fronters, stuntters and fresh-
man m*********ers. Since I have
been atA&.T I have beared wit-
l i i . ness to a multiplicity ofevents
r and yet none compare to the
3V3i 13b 16 weeklong event we call the great-
est homecoming on earth.
No matter ifyou look at it as
one big weeklong event or multi-
pie events contained in a week,
the word homecoming invokes in people a change.
After one year many upperclassmen become immune
to the propaganda that is homecoming; but there are
others who are still mystified by the magic contained in
the word homecoming.
Like a fairy godmother, homecoming swoops into a
windowand changes even the homeliest of students
into the bell of the ball or the prince with full horse-
drawn chariot.
I have seen male students that would otherwise be
pedestrian roll through campus in a rimmed-out black-
on-black BMW 745Li and co-eds who would usually
rock flip-flops and sweats walk campus inBCBG and
stilettos.
What is it about homecoming that would make a
student drop a $3000refund check to rent a BMW
and rims? (yes! You can rent rims.) You would think a
student intelligent enough to get in college would be
intelligent enough to send that money back to Sallie
Mae.
While homecoming is a time to look your very best,
why not look your best during the after-hours events'
But 1 already know the answer to the question why
people are so influenced by homecoming to put spin-
ners on a Civic.
The guys stunt because they want the girl walking
campus in theBCBG, and the girls front because they
want the guy in the 745Li.
But what the guys do not notice is that in the 8
weeks leading up to homecoming that fly girl never
wore Baby Phat and probably won'twear it after home-
coming.
And the freshman girls never seem to notice the lit-
tle green "e" (which stands for "Enterprise" rental car)
on the back of that big-body Excursion.
Its homecoming - dress to impress - but please don't
front, don't stunt and freshman please don't be dumb.
The Black Hand
By Jameya Porter
Online Editor
t flBp(PJHB| when America's
H l°vely media was
|B* . * If almost successful
fL , - .-, J| in having black
mi,||g i people believe we
were nothing loss
■ ———1 than paranoid for -still pulling therace card today,with all of the Hurricane Katrina •coverage controversy...someone just
had to go and mess it all up.
"But I doknow that it's true
that ifyou wanted toreduce crime,
you could, if that were your sole
purpose, you could abort every
blackbaby in this country, and
•your crime rate would go down"
were the precise words of that
someone...specifically, William
Bennett, who - sutprise, surprise -
is the former education secretary of
the late Ronald Reagan and also
the former director ofdrug control
policy, whenPapa Bush was run-
ning the Oval Office.
The White House seemed to
have been disapproving of these
comments, but who knows if that
was truly sincere.
Nevertheless, in light of the
comments, I just have one very
valid question for America: even in
2005, how could you honestly. expect blacks to stop gripping onto
that race card for dearlife whenev-
er just about anything goes on
involving us???
A friend ofmine who attends
NC State and like I, is a black
female, says that she thinks black
people are often "too sensitive,"
blow things out of proportion, and
really do overdraw the race card. I
have heard others convey the same
type ofopinion.
This is what I have to say to her
and the rest: in a country that is so
deeply rooted, was developed in
and even basically founded on
racism, hatred, deception, dishon-
f iesty and mistrust,*how could you.
not be paranoid in being just an
American citizen, period - let
alone, one who is part of either of
the so-called "minority" race
groups?
And it is not as ifracism, dis-
crimination, and prejudice are ele-
ments of this country that are sole-
ly of the past - no, it is incidents
like Bennett's comments that prove
to us that each of those things are
not only still present,, but very
much alive and kicking, whether we
know it, want to admit it, or not.
The big issue surrounding the
Hurricane Katrina catastrophe was
it was quite possible that the slow
reaction by the federal government
to help the Katrina victims and sur-
vivors before and. after the hurri-
cane ripped through Mississippi,
Alabama and Louisiana - particu-
larly New Orleans, in addition to
the negative media coverage' of the
people, were both due to a good
majority of the people being black.
Some say there really was grounds
for a valid accusation of mistreat-
ment and unfairness, whereas oth-
ers disagtee, saying all of it is simply
mere coincidence.
Here is my take on the whole
situation: WHAT COUNTRY
AREWE LIVING IN AGAIN,
PEOPLE?!?
I don't care how many people
who lived in New Orleans were
black and poor before the now-
notorious natural disaster - to not
question each and every single step
of the local, state and federal gov-
ernment and the media's treatment
of the people in that city in the
aftermath...is to not be hearing, see-
ing and breathing human being in
this country, point blank. The
ways ofsociety makes it everyone's
best interest to question everything;
it is imperative!
Think I'm crazy? Let's think
back for a second about a few par-
ticular names that we should all
know and remember all toowell:
Nancy Kerrigan. Nicole Simpson.
JonBenet Ramsey. Elizabeth Smart.
Jessica Lynch. Laci Peterson. Terri
Schiavo. And most recently,
Natalee Holloway, or "the Aruba
chick."
Hmmm, let's see - whatdo all
of the aforementioned have in com
mon? Well, here it is: they were all
young, white females who, at some
point or in the past decade or so,
became the primary centers ofmas:
media circuses, mostly as the vic-
tims of various crimes.
That might not have been too
out of the ordinary, except that, if
each of the restof us were to leave
the states of our individual realities
up to-all of those new;> .story obses-
sions, we would have no choice but
to believe that young white girls
andwomen in this country are the
only ones who are harassed, raped,
kidnapped, abducted, assaulted,
battered, molested, and murdered
...if any other types of people even
exist in America at all...because no
other types ofpeople tend to
receive that type of media recogni-
tion, despite the equal occurrence
of these exact same types of crimes
happening to everyone else, every
second of every day, constantly.
Let's not forget the Times
Magazine controversy during the
"O.J. Simpson trial" media mad-
ness, when the.publication signifi-
cantly altered Simpson's mugshot
on its front page, making him
appear physically much darker than
what he reallywas.,
Mypoint is to say this:
Bennett's comments simply serve as
a reminder ofwhat many of us
already knew and the rest of us pos-
sibly just didn't want to face, and
that is, as Cornel West says, race
does still matter, even in 2005, and
until that is not the case and
racism is completely (or shoot, even
remotely) eliminated, America
should very well expect the pulling
of the race card by all "minority"
race groups for as long as each
group desires.
After all..we do have more than
good reason, do we not?
Now...perhaps blacks' greatest
problem is not actually pulling the
race card all the time, but instead,
pulling and then proceeding to not
do anything with it.
I once again iterate that, given
this country's history and reputa-
tion, I can't see how we could be
anything less than unquestionably
well within our rights to shout the
"R" word more often than not.
However, our main error is when
we talk all of the good talk and
game - making trillions of legiti-
mate points about the injustices of
society - but don't follow through
with action to change all (or even
.some) of what we might be so frus-
trated, angry and paranoid about.
So, just as I suggest to America
as a.whole that it might as well just
get USED to what it may feel is
blacks' "complaining," I have an
additional message for Black
America: our short-termwords of
objection mean nothing ifwe con-
5 tinue to allow.them to fade out
with time and to not really try to
aim for difference, in the long run.
Bottom line: we're too compla-
cent with as-is conditions, as well as
too susceptible to having the wool
; so easily pulled over our eyes .time
aud-time again, arid those ajdfthe*
C only ways that certain "powers that
be" have been able to get away with
so much for so long.
We need to remember that little
ripples here and there of the ocean
are not what get things done - it's
the tidalwaves that change the sta-
tus of the sea. Ifwe REALLY want
to trouble the waters, it's well- .
beyond time that we stop only tick-
ling the hands of justice by simply
resorting to being temporary rip-
ples, and decide that we are ready
to start actually moving like waves.
Or in other words: ifyou see
it's broken and ya' don't like it, FIX
IT!
The virtue ofabstinence, the immorality of sex
By Woodrow Bumbry
Guest Commentary
Abstinence! Probably the most
unpopular word in a young per-
son's vocabulary. As a matter of
fact, I had to look it up in a dic-
tionary just to see how to spell it.
Abstinence is defined as "the act or
practice of refraining from indul-
gence in an appetite, as for certain
foods, drinks, alcoholic beverages,
drugs, and premarital sex."
In other words, deny yourself of
unhealthy foods and drinks, alco-
holic beverages, drugs and pre-mari-
tal sex. In the times that we live in,
I know believing that someone can
have this much self-control seems
impossible. But, what ifI told you
that there are persons amongst you
that abstain from a lot, if not all of
these things on a day-to-day basis?
What ifI told you that you could
abstain from these things too, and
have a more prosperous and fulfill-
ing life without them?
Naturally, this would be the part
where the preacher gives the alter
call and says, "The doors of the
church are now open; anyone who
wants to give their heart to the
Lord please come down or raise
your hand." Although that is a
very important part of life, for time
sake we're going to skip it and go
straight to the purpose of this arti-
cle. The purpose of this article is
to create a desire ofrighteousness
within us; to create a desire ofcor-
rection for our past mistakes.
Simply, the main purpose of this
article is to reiterate the importance
ofabstaining from pre-marital sex,
or fornication.
Now for the good stuff! The
onlyway abstinence can be per-
formed is through practice.
Meaning every time you are faced
with the opportunity to indulge in
having sex you turn it down.
' Despite what anyone tells you oreven what you nowbelieve, abstain-ing from sex only has advantages
and adds to your life, as opposed to
the idea that you are losing some-
thing by not engaging in it. The
advantages below pertain to how
abstinence affects your life right
now: First, it puts you in alignment
with God's commandments-1
Corinthians 6:13 Food [is intend-
ed] for the stomach and the stom-
ach for food, but God will finally
end [the functions of] both and
bring them to nothing. The body is
not intended for sexual immorality,
but [is intended] for the Lord, and
theLord [is intended] for the body
[[a]to save, sanctify, and raise it
again]. Second, it disallows
unwanted and unnecessary drama
in your life.
Ladies, you know that dude was
everythingyou wanted him to be
before you had sex with him. Now,_
all ofa sudden, it seems like you
can't catch him and when you
finally do, it's only to engage in
more sexual activity.
And fellas, you know females are
emotionally driven and after one
time they start to get attached,
showing up at your door unan-
nounced, telling your business and
the list goes on and on! And last,
because it's just not worth it. Its
not worth staying up late nights cry-
ing (pouting) because he/she hasn't
called you, or because you saw
them with another person.
It's not worth the mental, emo-
tional, and for some of us, the
physical abuse that we go through
because we gave a sacred part of
ourselves to someone that was
unworthy. It's not worth the week-
ly visits to the infirmary, doctor,
o.b.g.y.n., abortion clinic and pas-
tor ofyour church to seekcleansing
from some infection, disease or sin-
ful act you have performed all for a
moment of pleasure!
There's really only one way to
protect yourself from the various
harms that come with pre-marital
sex and that is to ABSTAIN!
Start today. It's proven to be
worth it! Ifyou have any questions,
comments, or concerns about how
to begin practicing abstinence e-
mail me at www.liverighteous@hot-
mail.com.
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Welcome back,
Aggie alumni
"BCC had five turnovers and
they had torrential rain in the
Delaware area. The fieldwas horri-
ble and with their offense thatreal-
ly was a problem."
Cookman
ing."
Coach Small didn't seem worried
as he was asked about Delaware
State's 17-0win over Bethune-
By Darrick Ignasiak
Contributor
session to a hault; setting up anoth-
Morgan State's first offensive pos
forced a fumble that was recovered
by LaShawn McLean bringing
Defensively, theAggies picked up
where they left off last week in the
Circle City Classic, where they held
TSU's offense to only three points
16-3 victory. Montray Jackson
"We practiced that play a lotand
Coach Berry said all week that we
gone run it, Coach Small justkept
telling me don't overthrow him"
Trusty said. "Chaz was wide open; I
told him that he messed up my
first collegiate touchdown pass
(laughing)."
On the first play from scrim-
mage, theAggies reached deep into
the playbook and pulled out a
reverse pass from Brandon Trusty
to freshman Chaz Dawson that
connected for 62 yards. On the
next play, quarterback Rico
Watkins finished off the drivewith
a 3-yard touchdown run, giving
A&T a quick 7-0 lead just 26 sec-
onds into the game.
relieved of his duties earlier in the
week.
referring to former offensive coordi-
nator Ken Schoolfield, who was
Those questions were answered
and then some as the Aggies raced
out to a 25-0 lead en route to a 40-
33 win over theBears, who spoiled
homecoming festivities 28-26 last
year and making many members of
Aggie Nation say, "KenWho?"
Morgan State in the PG Classic.
After making personnel changes
during the week, many questions
surrounded the Aggies as the trav-
eled to FedEx Field in Landover,
Md. to take on the Bears of
The 'super good' punt,
the 'unbelievable' catch
Trusty's exceptional performance
was part ofa homecoming. From
"It was exciting, Coach Houser
drew it up and we ran it like it was
drawn," Trusty said.
continuing the offensive explosion
for A&T, who came into the game
averaging only 15.4points a game.
After another defensive stop,
Brandon Trustyreturned a MSU
punt 88-yards for a touchdown,
carries?"
The Sweeney family pedigree
showed Saturday as Brandon sliced
a last ranked Morgan State rush
defense en route to over 200 yards
on over 40 carries. After the game,
head coach GeorgeSmall jokingly
said "(laughing) he had three weeks
off, whatis the big dealabout 40
"He (Tyrell) got looked over by a
lotof schools, but Northwestern
took a chance on him and its pay-
ing off," Sweeney said.
Saturday.
in the nation coming as of
Sweeney comes from a family of
running backs including cousins
Antonio Pittman, who is a starter
atOhio State, and true freshman
starTyrell Sutton ofNorthwestern,
who was the fourth leading rusher
A&T could not take advantage
of the opportunity with Rico
Watkins throwing an interception
to theBears Herman Hayes on the
A&T's Maurice Weaver forced
another fumble on the Bear's
recovered by Montray Jackson
recoved it. Jackson had another
solid performance tallying 12 tack-
les and two sacks, along with one
forced fumble and a recovery.
nextplay.
weeks out of action,
er A&T score on a 16-yard touch-
downrun from Brandon Sweeney,
whoreturned to form after several
defense on a 42-yard touchdown
run that put theBears only one
offense to claw their wayback into
the game in the second and third
quarters. MSU quarterback Byron
Selby cut through the Aggie
quarter.
Coach Alonzo Lee's defense
appeared to become a bit compla-
cent as they allowed the Bears
Morgan State couldn't muster
any offense in the extra period as a
will fall into place."
"Going into the game, I wasn't
nervous," Sweeney said. "I was just
praying to the Lord that no matter
whathappens I'm giving you all the
glory and in the end everything
Sweeney cemented his MVP award
slicing the MSU defense for 205
yards on 42 carries including the
game-winning touchdown in OT.
Brown. With his 2-yard blast,
crack and didwhat it did all game,
handing the ball to Sweeney four
times and having Watkins throw
safe passes of three yards and nine
yards to Curtis Walls and Doug
forced a Watkins fumble that was
recovered by MSU's Bryan Wilson
at the Morgan State 38-yard line
with 39 seconds left in regulation.
MSU attempted three consecutive
passes before finally attempting a
run to take the game into overtime.
In overtime,A&T got the first
Linebacker Reginald Holmes
MSU defensewas not going to let
it come easy. The Bears forced the
Aggie offense into a crucial fourth"
and-one, where Morgan State
game, the Aggies went into their
final series ofregulation in hopes
ofplaying for overtime but the
With less than two minutes in
the game and a suspect kicking
game.
After forcing Morgan State to
punt, A&T got the ball with 8:37
left in regulation. The Aggies fed
Sweeney the ball on eight consecu-
tive plays, where he gained 52
defense forced the Aggies into a
three-and-out.
With the kicking game strug-
gling, A&T failed to put Morgan
State awayfor good as both teams
traded possessions going into the
fourth quarter. Blue Death stopped
MSU quarterback Byron Selby on a
fourth down attempt early in the
fourth quarter, but the Bears
and 31 yards. The Aggies missed
the presence ofTrey Green their
usual longsnapper who was out.
missed field-goal attempts of 33
attempt into two points moving the
Aggies ahead 33-25. The special
teams saw both ends of the special
teams spectrum, as Joseph Arroyo
wenttwo-for-six on PATs and
Sweeney finished off the drive in
usual Aggie fashion, pounding the
ball in from threeyards out. Trusty
continued his special teams success
as he turned anotherbroken PAT
and-six.
coach Chennis Berry and assistant
Mike Steward, who split play call-
ing duties thisweek, marched the
Blue Machine 80 yards on 10plays
highlighted by Brandon Sweeney,
who had runs of 11 and 13 yards
including a 39-yard reception from
Rico Watkins on a critical third-
Not to be outdone, the Aggie
offense, lead by offensive line
MSU running back Jason Jackson
scored on a 74-yard touchdown
run, only their second offensive
play of the half, knotting the game
at 25-25 less than one minute into
the second half.
dressing room and jumped all over
A&T to start the second half.
The second half saw this game
play up to its classic status as the
Bears offense came out of the
score behind, 25-18 at halftime.
Offensive coordinator replaced
By Chad Roberts
Copy Desk Chief
head coach atFort Valley State and
led them to threeDivision II tour-
Schoolfield was no "rookie" as
the offensive coordinator; hewas a
veteran if anything. He was the
leaving
Sports Information Director
Brian Holloway cited "personnel
issues" as the reason for Schoolfield
After nine months and five
games into theseason, A&T has
replaced offensive coordinator
Kent Schoolfield. He has been
replaced with offensive line coach
Chennis Berry.
PHOTO BY MIKE MCCRAY
Offensive coordinator Ken Schoolfield only
coached five games for the Aggies.
School.) He booms the punt 49
yards to theMorgan State 14-yard
line.
43.5 yards per punt, is from right-
down-the-street Dudley High
In the fourth quarter, with A&T
leading 33-25, Dominique Brown
comes in for a punt. (Brown, who
ranks third in the MEAC with
The 'super-good' punt
That's a good punt. It's not a
great punt, and it's not a badpunt.
My primary beef, though, is with
some of the language. They tend to
exaggerate, Spencer Gwynn espe-
cially.
I've been listening to these guys
broadcast football games for the
past few seasons. They also host a
sports show onA&T's station dur-
ing the week. They do a good job.
Billy Covington and Mel Swann
So I got on the Internet and
clicked on 90.1, so I could listen to
the game. Broadcasting live from
Maryland was Spencer Gwynn,
Instead of football in Maryland,
I stayed on A&T's campus for the
blogging conference. Action-packed
excitement, it was.
plans
I had planned to see the
Morgan State game Saturday. I
have family in PG County, so I
knew I had somewhere to lay my
head. But, as the saying goes, life is
what happens when you make
could have walked downfieldfor a
touchdown. Surely, Morgan State
wouldnot be fooled ifA&T tried
but Walls was unguarded and
State, A&T started the game with
a trick play. Backup quarterback
Roderick Stephens lined up as a
wideout, took a handoff and threw
downfield to a wide-open Curtis
Walls. The pass fell incomplete,
It's like deja vu
Last week against Tennessee
not believe it?
with your own eyes. Why did you
Spencer Gwynn - you saw
Brandon Trusty make the catch
But, as Spencer Gwynn calls it
on theradio - "Thatwas an unbe-
lievable catch by Brandon Trusty!"
keeping his feet inbounds while he
made the catch.
Apparently, Trusty was close to the
sidelines and did a great jobof
back Rico Watkins. Watkins then
threw downfield to wideout
Brandon Trusty for a big gain.
A&T ran a trick play in the sec-
ond half. After taking a handoff,
running back Brandon Sweeney
flipped the ball back to quarter-
I hate when people use "unbe-
lievable" to describe something
that just happened. Why? Because
ifyou see it happen, it's pretty safe
to believe it did happen.
The 'unbelievable' catch
Spencer Gwynn - The punt canbe super, the punt can be good,
but it can'tbe both.
Let's rephrase: "Dominique
Brown gets offan excellent, posi-
tive, desirable-in-nature punt!"
A 'super-good' punt? Super,
when used as an adjective, means
'excellent or first-rate.' Good, when
used as an adjective, means 'being
positive or desirable in nature.'
But, as Spencer Gwynn calls it on
theradio - "Dominique Brown
gets off a super-good punt!"
Allow me to rephrase the question
- WHYWERE YOU FOOLED?
trick play and a quarterback run
Morgan State players and coach-
ing staff, I have to ask - why were
you fooled? A&T started the game
exactly the same as last week - a
What happens? Watkins runs to
the side opposite the wide receivers
and scores a touchdown.
will not be fooled by A&T loading
the wideouts to one side and hav-
ing Watkins run to the opposite
side.
wide receivers. The TSU game was
televised by BET, so surely, surely
Morgan State has seen this and
State, A&T scored the first touch-
down by running Rico Watkins to
the opposite side of the stacked
all over again
Last week against Tennessee
It's like deja vu,
Dawson runs to the MSU 3-yard
line before he gets caught, setting
up a Rico Watkins touchdownrun
Speaking ofwhich....
Brandon Trusty, who throws down-
field to backup wide receiver Chaz
Dawson, who is all alone behind
the Morgan State secondary.
to start the game with a trick play.
What happens on the first play?
Watkins tosses to widereceiver
"(Schoolfield) brought a lot of ener-
Small didnot have much to say
about Schoolfield, but when asked
about whatwouldA&T miss with
Schoolfield gone, he said:
head coaching job in 2001
coaching career. Berry worked for
Small in 1997 and has been on his
coaching staff since he took the
friend," he said
Not only has Schoolfield been
important in Berry's career, Small
has also been a big factor in his
Schoolfield is a great person who
has beenvery instrumental in my
life. He has been a mentor, a father
figure, an uncle figure and a
"A&T football has to move on."
Schoolfield hired Berry at Fort
Valley State in 2001. "Coach
When interviewed, Berry seemed
to be shocked about taking over
the role of offensive coordinator.
"It wasn't my decision, and I have
to keep this going," said Berry.
A native ofColumbus, Ohio,
Schoolfield was a part-time assis-
tant at his hometown college,
Captial University, before coming
to A&T.
"A decision was made to go in a
different direction," said A&T
coach George Small. "We have
known each other for a long time."
naments in sixyears
Costonwas drafted by the Green
Bay Packers.
He has also contributed to the
success of Junius Coston, who was
a 2005 pick in the NFL draft.
His coaching style has produced
success, in which Kentucky State
won the inaugural Pioneer Bowl in
1997and helped Fort Valley State
to the Division II playoffs twice.
whole and those seniors to contin-
ue and keep this going," said Berry.
Berry will not allow the
Schoolfieldsituation to affect his
team. "I owe it to the football pro-
gram, coach Small, the team as a
Diego Chargers and the Chicago
Bears in 2002.
Berry has completed two intern-
ships with NFL teams - the San
awarded his first coaching jobfrom
his alma-mater. His resume extends
beyond the level of college football;
he has NFL experience.
It was in 1995, when Berry was
earned All-Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic first-team honors in 1994
at Savannah State.
As a player, Berry was an accom-
plished offensive lineman. Berry
comes down to execution," Berry
said.
"By any means necessary, we'll
definitely have a balance of run
and pass, nothing different.The
same stuffwe've been doing. It
Berry is a 1996 graduate of
Savannah State, where he received
a degree inBusiness Management.
He received his master's degree in
Public Administration from
Kentucky State.
and score points."
Berry's first task at hand was to
take on Morgan State on Oct. 8, in
whichA&Twon 40-33 in
Maryland. "Coach Small will let
me do what's best to move the ball
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Aggies on 2-game win streak
October 12, 2005
Aggies win 40-33 in overtime thriller
By Mike McCray
Photographer
as it hasbeen onvarious occasions
this season as freshman Joseph
Arroyo continued his growing
The kicking gamewas a negative
said.
"I had all of my family thereand
a lot of people from high school
that I haven't seen since I've been
down here (North Carolina)," he
exactlywhat they were missing,
the near by Virginia area, Trusty
got to show people from home
down with just 1:58 seconds in the
offense moved down the field with
urgency, with Selby running and
passing for gains, as MSU never
faced a third down the entire series
as Selby ran for a 23-yard touch-
The drama ensued asMorgan
State received the ball on their own
30-yard line with 3:38 left in the
game, down eight points. Behind
the legs Byron Selby, the Bears
utes of game time
after running offfive crucial min-
yards, but couldn'tkill the clock as
the Aggies were forced to punt
Blue" to a 25-0 lead in the first
MEAC in total defense andscoring
defense. The Aggies put together a
seven play, 65-yard drive highlight-
ed by four Brandon Sweeney car-
ries including a 12-yardtouchdown
scamper vaulting "The Boyz in
into the game ranked last in the
A&T took advantage of the
Morgan State defense that came
pains missing two extra-points and
had another attempt blocked in the
first-quarteras the Aggies jumped
to a 19-0 lead.
quarter.
Sweeney's flashes ofbrilliance in
two full games this season have
manyAggie fans wondering "What
if?"
"They have a very aggressive
defense, fast defensive line; their
linebackers have a lot ofspeed and
the defensive backs are pretty good
in coverage," Small said. "On
offense theyrun a multiple set
offense and can do a lot of differ-
ent things both passing and rush-
Stadium.
With the win, the Aggies move
to 3-3 and fourth in the MEAC as
they go into Homecoming against a
3-3 Delaware State team that is
coming off a 17-0victory over
Bethune-Cookman on Saturday.
Kickoff is at 1p.m. atAggie
"I was very excited as far as see-
ing the level of execution and con-
sistency," Small said.
yards for the sixth time this season.
dominated upfront and allowed an
Aggie back to rush for over 100
The Aggies coming out party on
offense included five touchdowns
and over 400 yards of total offense
as A&T showed an offensive bal-
ance of 219 yards on the ground
and 194 yards on through the air
that had not been seen in any game
this season. The offensive line
down
false start and holding penalty
forced the Bears into a third-and-22
then Selby was sacked by All-
MEAC first team performer Rickie
Lewis, forcing a nearly impossible
fourth-and-34 thatA&T shut
TheAggies came into the game
aware of the MSU passing game,
but their running game snuck up
on them behind Jason Jackson,
whorushed for 150 yards on 13
carries and two scores including a
late first quarter run to make the
score 25-8 going into the second
"I had never missed a game
before so that was a strange feeling
for me," Sweeney said.
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